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Abstract

Artificial Intelligence Improving CRM, Sales and Customer Experience

Nowadays, the area of customer management strives for omni-channel and state-of-the-art CRM concepts including Artificial Intelligence and the approach of Customer Experience. As a result, modern CRM solutions are essential tools for supporting customer processes in Marketing, Sales and Service. AI-driven CRM accelerates sales cycles, improves lead generation and qualification, and enables highly personalized marketing. The focus of this thesis is to present the basics of Customer Relationship Management, to show the latest Gartner insights about CRM and CX, and to demonstrate an AI Business Framework, which introduces AI use cases that are used as a basis for the expert interviews conducted in an international B2B company. AI will transform CX through a better understanding of customer behavior. The following research questions are answered in this thesis: In which AI use cases can Sales and CRM be improved? How can Customer Experience be improved with AI-driven CRM?
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Kurzreferat

Künstliche Intelligenz zur Verbesserung von CRM, Vertrieb und Customer Experience
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Preface

My motivation to explore the field of Artificial Intelligence for CRM, Sales and Customer Experience is due to the fact that its importance is increasing because of the currently apparent trend within this area. In my opinion, this topic will gain more and more importance for companies internationally because of the promising business opportunities. In my point of view, companies should follow the latest developments in Artificial Intelligence and be aware of its potential for improvement in CRM, Sales and Customer Experience in order to benefit from the resulting business advantages.

To put it in a nutshell: The reason why I decided to do research in this field is because this current topic has been evolved strongly in the last years and will certainly become even more relevant for companies in the near future. It is therefore essential to ensure transparency about the effects AI has on CRM, Sales and Customer Experience. I also consider it important to ensure practical relevance by the analysis of an international B2B company which will provide insights about the current situation and prospective plans regarding the usage of AI to improve CRM, Sales and Customer Experience.

At this point, I want to express my special thanks to all those who supported me during the whole period of my studies, especially in the last months. First and foremost, I would like to thank my supervisor Tom Fleerackers who provided me with valuable feedback and therefore facilitated continuous improvement of my work. My thanks go in second place to all interview participants who enriched my thesis with their professional expertise. Due to the provided information the research questions could be answered. Above all, I want to thank my family, friends and closest colleagues who supported and encouraged me during the whole time of my studies.
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1. Introduction

The chapter of introduction gives an overview about the research background and shows the research objectives. The general structure of the work is described at the end of this chapter.

1.1 Background

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a valuable tool for sales management, contact management and productivity enhancement with the aim to enhance commercial relationships.\(^1\) 'In a nutshell, customer relationship management (CRM) is about process efficiency, reducing operational costs, and improving customer interactions and experience.'\(^2\) CRM is an eminently important element for establishing and enhancing customer relationships in a dynamic competitive landscape, in which big and strongly growing companies run their business. Despite the fact that a wide range of solutions exist, there is enormous potential for improvement in times of increasing digitalization.\(^3\) According to the results of surveys conducted amongst sales reps by Great Sales Force, sales staff would be able to increase sales productivity on average by 42% if perfect conditions are present.\(^4\) Not only can improved conditions be achieved among employees, but also Customer Experience can be improved. Companies can gain major competitive advantages by putting emphasis on customer orientation with an end-to-end view on experiences and business processes.\(^5\) CRM aims to collect customer data in order to gain insights which help enterprises to establish exceptional customer experiences at each contact point of interaction.\(^6\)

Companies are facing various problems when using common CRM systems. For example, salespeople are supposed to concentrate on profitable activities, but in reality, the majority has to devote a lot of time to record data. In that regard, another challenge for enterprises is the efficient handling of information relevant for fulfilling customer care demands.\(^7\) But not just Marketing and Sales can benefit from CRM, also other business functions like, for example, Customer Support, SCM and HR would be able to enjoy the same advantages resulting from consolidated data flows. The aim of CRM is to get a holistic overview about Marketing, Sales, Service etc. by cross-channel information flow management.\(^8\) CRM is highly connected to a company's strategic direction as it has an impact on the entire organization. The presence of a CRM strategy is intended to give guidance to departments being in touch with customers.\(^9\)

---

\(^{1}\) Cf. Salesforce.com 2019  
\(^{2}\) Fatouretchi 2019, p. 9  
\(^{3}\) Cf. ERP Solutions oodles 2019  
\(^{4}\) Cf. Künzl 2019, p. 31  
\(^{5}\) Cf. MIT Technology Review 2016, p. 13  
\(^{6}\) Cf. Baker; Hart 2016, p. 464  
\(^{7}\) Cf. ERP Solutions oodles 2019  
\(^{8}\) Cf. Salesforce.com 2019  
\(^{9}\) Cf. Peelen 2005, p. 6
'According to Gartner, the global CRM market is predicted to grow at 13.7 percent Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) by 2021. The growing attention to CRM as a strategic business concept results from a variety of trends: change in business emphasis to relationship marketing instead of transactional marketing, structure of organizations focuses more on processes than functions, awareness about the advantages of utilizing data and knowledge in a pro-active way, increased use of technology helping to improve knowledge about customers, greater relevance of social media and digital marketing.

The positive market development for CRM is connected to the increasing integration of automation and Artificial Intelligence, which will create competitive advantages for the early using companies. Already many companies have identified the potential and benefits of AI-driven CRM, which will affect not just employees, but most important also customers. The aim is to use Artificial Intelligence to build customized experiences, thus engaging customers. ’Gartner estimates that by 2020, 30% of all B2B companies will employ some kind of AI to augment at least one of their primary sales processes.' The above-mentioned problem faced by the usage of usual CRM systems can be solved by the combination of CRM and Artificial Intelligence, which facilitates companies to improve practical application from sales staff as well as customer relations.

In 2018, the major technological trends were assigned to AI, automation and CRM. Nowadays, the meaningful use of automation solutions is key to facilitate sales departments with regard to administrative and recurring operations. People request an exceptional experience and do not ‘want to be treated like a generic customer or employee’. Artificial Intelligence will have presumed impacts on CRM activities like, inter alia, accelerating the selling cycle, generating more qualified leads, remediying customer service issues quicker. AI is able to enhance Customer Experience by connecting intelligence and automatization. Providers are already offering systems that use this knowledge to help companies trigger automated actions to not only react to customer behavior, but to predict it by using AI. This helps companies to improve their ROI and customer experiences. AI can review data floods and support costumers in their purchasing decisions with suggestions. AI-driven CRM intends to change customer experiences and make them customized, predictive and respond in real-time. This will have an influence on the customer journey, making it a seamless experience. As a result, companies gain a 360-degree view of the customer by collecting data like client, product or behavior data.

---

10 ERP Solutions oodles 2019
12 Cf. Clear C2 2019
14 Goasduff 2019
15 Cf. ERP Solutions oodles 2019
16 Cf. Borth 2018
17 Cf. Künzl 2019, p. 31
18 MIT Technology Review 2016, p. 4
20 Cf. EXKLUSIV HARWARD BUSINESS MANAGER 2019, p. 12-13
22 Cf. ERP Solutions oodles 2019
When AI is applied to CRM, the possibilities seem endless. AI-powered virtual assistants will automate sales and service tasks. Chatbots will help customers complete simple tasks. AI-powered content-generation tools will create one-to-one personalized marketing materials. AI will make data entry and data cleansing easier. AI-powered internal and customer training will become the norm.23

The increasing digitalization of business processes has resulted in some newly offered solutions on the market, which will have positive effects on the evolution of Customer Relationship Management.24 The new standard for every customer interaction is a smart, fast, seamless customer experience engagement.25 Customer Experience Management and Analytical CRM are becoming more and more important for companies. According to a study, around 6 out of 10 respondents describe these as important trends within their own CRM strategy.26 The major reasons why companies focus on improving CX are enhancing customer retention and satisfaction, as well as boosting cross-selling and up-selling opportunities.27 According to Dickie, AI will play a major role for Sales in the near future and sales experts are supposed to be prepared for the changes AI will imply. The expectations about AI improving some parts of Sales within the coming 3-5 years promise to make it easier to determine clients and deal and interact with them.28

My personal motivation to explore this issue is due to the increasing importance of the topic in the business world. It is exciting to analyze which AI use cases future-oriented companies should be aware of and research what leading CRM providers offer with the help of AI in order to improve Sales and CX. Because changes are expected to happen soon, it is eminently important to explore this topic now and be aware of the upcoming developments.

### 1.2 Research Objectives

The situation analysis described above raises 2 questions. The first question is: In which AI use cases can Sales and CRM be improved? The second question is: How can Customer Experience be improved with AI-driven CRM?

In order to answer these questions, it is important to reach the following research objectives. First of all, the author will provide a comprehensive theoretical overview about all relevant aspects, which covers definitions and explanation of terms, CRM perspectives and components, latest models from Gartner like CRM Application Functionality Groups and The 8 Building Blocks of CRM. In addition, the AI Business Framework will make a major contribution to clarify the first research question, as it contains the necessary use cases for Sales and CRM. Then, 2 leading CRM vendors, namely SAP and Salesforce, will be analyzed with regard to their solutions and features offered within each CRM system in order to analyze how they promise to improve CX. The most relevant and up-to-date information about AI within CRM will round off the theoretical part of this thesis.

---

23 Goldenberg 2019
24 Cf. Künzl 2019, p. 31
25 Salesforce.com 2016, p. 2
26 Cf. Bayer 2019, p. 17
27 Cf. Genesys 2014
28 Cf. Dickie 2019
After the theory sections, the research methodology is described, followed by the analysis of an international B2B company. The current status of the company regarding the use of Artificial Intelligence to improve CRM, Sales and Customer Experience will be analyzed. The aim of the practical analysis is to investigate the situation of the company by means of interviews with employees who have expert knowledge on the topics of CRM and Customer Experience due to their position within the company. The defined experts should have at least some basic knowledge about AI. Since this scientific work is enriched with the knowledge of the interviewed experts, practical experience can be thankfully included in this master thesis. The objective of gaining valuable research results for the company is achieved by conducting expert interviews to review AI use cases for Sales and CRM, and check the desire or disinterest of the experts regarding AI-driven CRM. The demonstration of possible differences of opinion between or within Sales and IT will indicate if opinions of responsible experts are divided within the company or whether consensus of opinion prevails.

To sum up, the main research objectives of this thesis are to show in which AI use cases Sales and CRM can be improved and how Customer Experience can be improved with AI-driven CRM. By means of a literature research, use cases will be identified in which AI can improve the business layers Sales and CRM, as well as solutions from 2 leading CRM vendors promising the enhancement of Customer Experience, will be demonstrated. A detailed critical reflection on the theoretical findings is achieved by the review of experts within a specific organization.

In summary, this master thesis deals with the following research questions:

(1) In which AI use cases can Sales and CRM be improved?
(2) How can Customer Experience be improved with AI-driven CRM?

1.3 Structure of the Work

The chapter of introduction gives an overview about the research background and shows the research objectives. The introduction points out the relevance of the research topic and demonstrates how companies can benefit from the usage of Artificial Intelligence due to improvements in CRM, Sales and Customer Experience. Additionally, the general market development for CRM is summarized briefly.

The chapters 2-6 deal with relevant theoretical aspects of the research area. Within chapter 2 important terms are defined and explained. Chapter 3 covers the CRM perspectives and components. Chapter 4 deals with Gartner insights about CRM and Customer Experience. It presents the CRM Application Functionality Areas and The 8 Building Blocks of CRM. Chapter 5 makes a significant contribution to answer one of the above-mentioned research questions, as the AI Business Framework is presented. This framework states relevant AI use cases for the business layers Sales and CRM. Chapter 6 examines the topic of Artificial
Intelligence within CRM by comparing the vendors Salesforce and SAP. It also presents general information about the trend AI-driven CRM.

Chapter 7 looks at the research methodology and introduces the methodological approach and research method. Furthermore, the interview guideline, as well as sample and selection requirements for the interviews are described. The explanation regarding the execution and transcription of the interviews, as well as the evaluation model are provided afterwards.

In chapter 8, the analysis of an international B2B company takes place. After an overview of the company, especially Sales and IT, the research results are presented.

The final chapter 9 concludes this scientific work with a summary of the research results and the answering of the research questions. Finally, recommendations are derived, and an outlook completes this master thesis.
2. Definitions and Explanation of Terms

This chapter aims to define and explain fundamental terms in order to achieve a common understanding of terminologies. In addition, some of the main terms are also incorporated in several subchapters listed subsequently. Hence, a relation between the different terms can be established if necessary. For the purpose of this thesis, the choice of a particular definition is not conducive. The author of this paper sees a greater benefit in presenting a clear summary of common definitions.

2.1 Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

The term CRM can be found many times in literature, but a general and uniform definition of Customer Relationship Management is missing. According to a literature overview from Rababah et al., 3 divergent views can be identified, namely: company philosophy, corporate strategy, technology. The majority of the examined definitions (48%), can be allocated to CRM defined as a corporate strategy. The authors were able to identify 1 definition which complies with the 3 views:

‘CRM is the building of a customer-oriented culture by which a strategy is created for acquiring, enhancing the profitability of, and retaining customers, that is enabled by an IT application; for achieving mutual benefits for both the organization and the customers.’

Peelen mentions an IT-driven definition, a process-oriented definition, a definition categorized to the corporate strategy approach and a future-oriented approach. The various definitions of the mentioned approaches are summarized hereafter.

The IT-driven definition of CRM is

‘the automation of horizontally integrated business processes involving front office customer contact points (marketing, sales, service and support) via multiple, interconnected delivery channels.’

The pure process-oriented definition explains that Customer Relationship Management stands for

‘a process that addresses all aspects of identifying customers, creating customer knowledge, building customer relationships, and shaping their perceptions of the organisation and its products’.

The CRM definition from Gartner which can be assigned to the corporate strategy approach is as follows:

‘an IT enabled business strategy, the outcomes of which optimize profitability, revenue and customer satisfaction by organizing around customer segments, fostering customer-satisfying behaviours and implementing customer-centric processes.’

---

29 Cf. Süphan 2015, p.133
30 Süphan 2015, p. 135
31 Peelen 2005, p. 3
32 Peelen 2005, p. 4
33 Peelen 2005, p. 4
The future-oriented definition of McKenna is described by Peelen as

‘the building of an infrastructure which may be used to develop long-term customer-supplier relationships [...] [and] as a result of this infrastructure, the walls between company and customer are torn down.’

In this context, the increasing exchange of information between companies and customers is emphasized.

Peelen summarizes a holistic definition of CRM and says that CRM can

‘be regarded as a business strategy from the start, one that is aimed towards developing long-term, mutually profitable, individual customer-supplier relationships and is based on an IT infrastructure to be developed, one that enables well-defined and controlled processes, and places capable personnel in a position to function optimally.’

Fatouretchi provides the following definition, which implies enhanced Customer Experience: ‘In a nutshell, customer relationship management (CRM) is about process efficiency, reducing operational costs, and improving customer interactions and experience.’

Within The Marketing Book published by Baker and Hart,

‘Customer Relationship Management [...] is a management approach that seeks to create, develop and enhance relationships with carefully targeted customers in order to maximise customer value, corporate profitability and thus shareholder value. CRM also involves utilising information technology (IT) to implement relationship marketing strategies.’

Another comprehensive definition is provided by Payne and Frow, which states improved CX as an outcome:

‘CRM is a cross-functional strategic approach concerned with creating improved shareholder value through the development of appropriate relationships with key customers and customer segments. It typically involves identifying appropriate business and customer strategies, the acquisition and diffusion of customer knowledge, deciding appropriate segment granularity, managing the co-creation of customer value, developing integrated channel strategies, and the intelligent use of data and technology solutions to create superior customer experiences.’

A definition which connects CRM with Customer Experience is this one from Chandra:

‘Customer relationship management (CRM) is necessary for enhancing the customer’s experience. It refers to the set of practices, principles, and guidelines which an organization follows during their interaction with customers.’

To sum up, the overarching goal of CRM is to increase customer satisfaction with customized products and services or personalization management.

---

34 Peelen 2005, p. 5
35 Cf. Peelen 2005, p. 5
36 Peelen 2005, p. 6
37 Fatouretchi 2019, p. 9
38 Baker; Hart 2016, p. 439
39 Payne; Frow 2013, 207
40 Chandra 2019
41 Cf. Biesel; Hame 2018, p. 173
2.2 Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Gentsch emphasizes the difficulty of providing the one and only definition of AI. However, the definition of Rich is proposed in the context of his book: ‘Artificial Intelligence is the study of how to make computers do things at which, at the moment, people are better’.\(^{42}\)

According to Trzupek, ‘Artificial Intelligence (AI) applies across a spectrum of technologies including machine learning, predictive analytics, natural processing, and robotics.’\(^{43}\) The results of a survey presented in the IDC White Paper show that enterprises have in mind to research or utilize the following kinds of AI: advanced numerical methods (31%), automatic language recognition (30%), text mining (27%), machine learning (25%).\(^{44}\)

Salesforce defines the term as ‘the concept of having machines “think like humans” – in other words, perform tasks like reasoning, planning, learning, and understanding language.’\(^{45}\) ‘At a high level, AI is both understanding historical data and applying what is learned to current contexts to make predictions.’\(^{46}\)

A definition of AI which incorporates CRM is the following:

> It refers to a set of technology capabilities (e.g., machine learning, predictive analytics, next-best action guidance and automation) that are incorporated within technology platforms such as CRM, ERP and contact center. These capabilities help employees across businesses more effectively and efficiently manage, use, and analyze data needed to meet and exceed customer needs.\(^{47}\)

2.3 Customer Experience (CX)

Lemon and Verhoef have examined a multitude of definitions for the term Customer Experience and the generally recognized definitions are presented subsequently.

Schmitt shows 5 forms of experiences corresponding to his multi-faceted perspective: ‘sensory (sense), affective (feel), cognitive (think), physical (act), and social-identity (relate) experiences.’\(^{48}\)

Lemon and Verhoef summarized that in science and practice, Customer Experience is no one-dimensional model because it contains ‘cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial, and social components.’\(^{49}\) All these elements can be responsible for a certain customer reaction throughout the customer journey. The authors say that customer experiences take place along the purchase cycle and at various touchpoints, which means that no static process lies behind it. CX occurs in the pre-acquisition, acquisition and post-acquisition stage. Lemon and Verhoef divide Customer Experience contact points into 4 groups\(^{50}\): ‘brand-

---

\(^{42}\) Gentsch 2018, p. 18
\(^{43}\) Trzupek 2020
\(^{44}\) Cf. Close-Up Media 2017
\(^{45}\) Salesforce.com 2020-a
\(^{46}\) Salesforce.com 2016, p. 3
\(^{47}\) Afshar 2019
\(^{48}\) Lemon; Verhoef 2016, p. 70
\(^{49}\) Lemon; Verhoef 2016, p. 70
\(^{50}\) Cf. Lemon; Verhoef 2016, p. 71, 74, 76
owned, partner-owned, customer-owned, and social/external/independent. The customer might interact with each of these touch point categories in each stage of the experience.  

According to Metz,

‘customer experience can either be small (one single transaction) or big. It can refer to the entire customer life cycle, from the beginning stages (awareness, discovery, attraction), to the middle stages (interaction, purchase, use), to the later, most advanced stages (cultivation and, hopefully, advocacy).’

Within the book Building Great Customer Experiences, CX is described as ‘a blend of a company’s physical performance and the emotions evoked, intuitively measured against customer expectations across all moments of contact.’

Customer Experience is usually linked to the external customer, which is defined as a company or person buying products or services. But some sources mention the internal customer as well and differ between internal and external Customer Experience. The internal customer is someone from inside the company, mostly employees. As the internal customers have an influence on how an external customer perceives the service or product, it is important to be aware of the internal CX too.

Another definition of Customer Experience is that CX is the combination of a persona, individualized customer journeys and customer lifecycle (see appendix 1).

### 2.4 Customer Experience Management (CEM)

Although academic literature on Customer Experience Management is more limited, the most prevalent information is summarized below.

A short definition of Customer Experience Management is provided by Schmitt: ‘the process of strategically managing a customer’s entire experience with a product or company.’ ‘The foremost concern of CEM is the external (customer) experience. […] However, CEM is also concerned with the “internal customer” (the employee experience).’

According to Schmitt,

‘customer experience management consists of five steps: (1) analyzing the world of the customers, (2) building the experiential platform, (3) designing the brand experience, (4) structuring the customer experience, and (5) engaging in continuous innovation.’

Metz mentions that the ‘idea of Customer Experience Management is to take a customer from being a satisfied customer, to a loyal customer, to an advocate.’
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Lemon and Verhoef used the definition from Homburg et al. (2015) in order to specify the term CEM like follows:

> ‘the cultural mindsets toward customer experiences, strategic directions for designing customer experiences, and firm capabilities for continually renewing customer experiences, with the goals of achieving and sustaining long-term customer loyalty’\(^6^0\).

In the same article, the difference between CEM and CRM has been clarified. The major emphasis of CRM lies on exploiting value, whereas CEM is more concerned with the value generation.\(^6^1\)
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3. Customer Relationship Management

‘The market for CRM services is expanding, representing a significant growth sector.’\textsuperscript{62} As a result, vendors launch a multitude of custom-tailored CRM systems or standardized solutions.\textsuperscript{63} These CRM systems are used to administer and summarize the customer information flood. At every customer touchpoint, customers leave personal information behind, which are ideally centrally managed. The underlying software of CRM systems is used to collate and analyze client data from available sources by means of analytical tools. The data is usually from the departments Marketing, Sales and Service in order to have a single view of the customer. Thus, the company benefits from the ability of determining the value of particular customers. This enables the organization to focus on the most profitable and most important customers. The CRM market is booming because a company gets individual views and insights into the world of the customers, and therefore it is able to serve the specific needs of each individual customer with customized offers. Consequently, a company using CRM can gain a competitive advantage by serving each customer in the best way possible and based on the information advantage.\textsuperscript{64} CRM covers managing customer relations and aims to increase customer loyalty, and hence enhancing the customer value. Finally, a company is able to achieve sales growth and shareholder value.\textsuperscript{65}

Moreover, the IT department is not solely responsible for CRM because other departments like Marketing or Sales are included and work closely together with the IT department in order that all actions are perfectly aligned. For this reason, CRM is not just an information tool, but a management tool. Organizations expect achieving the following key success factors with Customer Relationship Management: customer-oriented processes considering and including all aspects of Customer Experience, analytical services revealing sales opportunities, and an embedded client database.\textsuperscript{66}

Customer Relationship Management strives for generating, at best, outstanding customer experiences. Companies and customers will develop a good business relationship if they can communicate across channels in a seamless manner.\textsuperscript{67} This is achieved by an omnichannel CRM, which ‘is characterized by an orchestration among the channels instead of an isolated management per channel.’\textsuperscript{68} Nowadays, customers expect a company to provide an omnichannel approach because they want to have a seamless buying experience across all contact points (see figure 1).\textsuperscript{69} Especially in the context of this customer-oriented approach, a CRM system has to work cross-channel because it manages all customer information. Due to the usage of 1 central storage location for customer data, CRM enables the creation of detailed customer profiles, the understanding of individual customer journeys and the filtering of tendencies for the various channels.\textsuperscript{70}
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However, the true value of CRM in an omnichannel world is to infuse customer interactions with personality and empathy, which are crucial differentiators for the modern customer who has already come to expect convenience, speed, and consistency.\textsuperscript{71}

3.1 CRM Perspectives

CRM comprises 3 perspectives, namely the functional, customer-oriented and strategic level.\textsuperscript{72} The mentioned perspectives are briefly described below.

3.1.1 Functional Level

In short, CRM on the functional level relates to all processes which are needed to carry out jobs relevant for customers, like Sales Force Automation or campaigning. The functional level is commonly linked with a heavy technological focus, which happens due to the fact that providers have to position specific products in the market. Indeed, several providers and even vendees associate the term functional CRM with the term technology.\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{71} Yonatan 2018
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3.1.2 Customer-oriented Level

In sum, the customer-oriented level considers CRM as a range of activities enabling a 360-degree customer view through every available channel of communication. The requirement for this concept is standardized availability of Customer Intelligence in departments dealing with client-oriented activities, such as Service, Sales or Marketing, etc.74 ‘Customer intelligence […] is the collection and analysis of detailed customer data in order to understand the best ways to interact with each individual customer.’75 Another significant aspect is ‘coordinating information across time and contact channels to manage the entire customer relationship systematically.’76 In a nutshell, the purpose of this perspective is to administrate and run several channels uniformly, which prevents losing track of the complete Customer Experience.77

3.1.3 Enterprise-wide Level

In contrast, the CRM processes on the group-wide level imply that client information and requirements affect the whole company. The perspective of the enterprise-wide level is called strategic CRM if it is applied across the organization. The interest of strategic CRM is to get a general equilibrium between customer and business concerns. It aims to develop and influence the manner how enterprises and customers interact with each other in order to optimize customer lifetime value (CLV).78 The term CLV stands for ‘the present value of future profits generated from a customer over his or her life of business with the firm’79. The enterprise-wide level considers it important to disconnect CRM from any technological view.80 The main principle looks at ‘CRM as a strategic orientation to implement customer centricity within the entire organization and create shareholder value.’81

3.2 Components of CRM systems

The CRM systems can be categorized into different main components, namely: operational CRM, analytical CRM, collaborative CRM. This categorization is broadly recognized since many years.82 A short summary is provided, before the individual components are summarized in the subsequent sections.

The main difference between operational CRM and the other 2 components, analytical CRM and collaborative CRM, is the fact that the former one is looking at the different front office activities, whereas analytical and collaborative CRM just take a facilitating role in the other component.83 Figure 2 illustrates the 3 components of a CRM system, which shows a
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holistic CRM system. An integrated CRM system offers users the following: a consolidation of individual isolated applications, as well as the creation of a cross-departmental customer interface based on a company-wide database and therefore the guarantee of a uniform view on customer data. Appendix 2 presents the 3 components of CRM with a slightly more detailed illustration.

In addition, the 3 overarching roles of CRM systems are identified:

- Aligning and including all channels between the organization and the customer
- Supporting and coordinating relevant touch points of Marketing, Sales and Service
- Consistently including and assessing all client data

To put it in a nutshell, the overarching aim of an embedded CRM system is corporation-wide collecting, storing, processing, analyzing and recalling of client data.

---

**Figure 2: CRM components**

Source: Hinterhuber; Matzler 2009, p. 184.

### 3.2.1 Analytical CRM

The following definition describes the term analytical CRM:

"Analytical CRM systems manage and evaluate knowledge about customers for a better understanding of each customer and his or her behavior. Data warehousing and data mining solutions are typical systems in this area."  

---
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This component gives deeper insights into the personal requirements and different behavioral patterns of customers. It enables the development of a forecast model and buying behavior detection. This category incorporates various analytical tools such as data mining, data warehouses and online analytical processing (OLAP). Analytical CRM strives to regularly improve customer relevant processes like sales negotiations by means of collected data and analysis findings. It builds the basis for the other 2 CRM components and all findings serve as support for operational and collaborative CRM.

3.2.2 Operational CRM

The term operational CRM is defined as follows:

‘Operational CRM systems improve the efficiency of CRM business processes and comprise solutions for sales force automation, marketing automation, and call center/customer interaction center management.’

This component strives to automatize customer-oriented processes across contact points in order to achieve performance enhancements within the defined processes. Not only customer-related processes are supported, but also the dialog between a company and its customers. It consists of 3 parts with regard to automation: Marketing, Sales and Service. The 3 automation areas are described subsequently.

- Marketing Automation:

Marketing Automation focuses on steering and supporting business processes connected to Marketing. The major responsibility within this area is managing campaigns. It aims to make the right offer available to the right customers through the right channel and at the right time. Due to Marketing Automation, an enterprise is able to use a ‘central database, which includes all marketing data about prospect and customer interactions and behaviors’. Hence, organizations can appeal to individual customers by providing specific customer-relevant information or offers.

- Sales Automation:

This automation area ensures that Sales receives support for administrative duties like scheduling appointments, creating expense reports or recording visit reports. The analysis of reasons why a customer did not accept an offer is taking place within Sales Automation. The findings from this analysis can be used for strategy enhancement.

Regarding Sales Force Automation, the fundamental advantages for applying it are, for example, enhanced contact between customer and company, higher levels of efficiency, lower costs, growing turnovers and an increase in accuracy. Sales Automation affects sales
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employees and the organization itself due to efficiency-enhancing effects on the sales funnel.97

- Service Automation:

Service Automation aims to help the after-sales service (back office and field service) with administrative assistance like, for example, providing features for quote generation. Because some administrative tasks of Sales are quite similar, those features are available for the service team too. In addition, analytical tasks or contact support tasks are executed by the service staff. Sales Automation is especially valuable for the back office team, as they are confronted with customer requests like consultancy issues or complaints.98

To sum up, operational CRM is all about ‘how the company [can] deliver a specific customer experience.’99 Nowadays, organizations have to provide excellent service and Customer Experience in order to ensure that customers are pleased and, with a high probability, will stay loyal. Operational CRM makes a substantial contribution to these requirements. It is the enabler for identifying particular customers and the demand of them, processing purchase orders thoroughly and timely, providing customer-relevant information and submitting offers, as well as providing superior customer service.100 The backbone forms the connection to systems in the back office like, inter alia, SCM and ERP. This facilitates that a company can communicate the delivery dates or the actual inventory levels.101

### 3.2.3 Collaborative CRM

‘Collaborative CRM systems manage and synchronize customer interaction points and communication channels (e.g. telephone, e-mail, and Web).’102 This component controls and connects information exchange channels and the customer contact points. Amongst others, communication via personal contact, email, corporate homepage, client portal or calls and video telephony belongs to collaborative CRM.103

The aim of it is to provide a uniform appearance of the organization across all communication channels to the customers, which is also referred to as ‘one face to the customer’, being an overall goal of CRM. In order to have fully integrated communication channels, embedding a customer interaction center (enhanced version of a call center) into the CRM system is particularly beneficial. It enables employees to answer customer requests promptly and professionally even though customers use different communication channels or switch between channels.104
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4. Gartner Insights about CRM and Customer Experience

It is important to emphasize that customer data plays an essential role within CRM and Customer Experience, hence, making an integrated approach for data administration and an end-to-end CX extremely essential to deliver value with CRM and CX. Gartner highlights the importance of integrating AI or machine learning, presenting one face to the customer and guaranteeing a holistic and coherent CX.\textsuperscript{105} Especially today, it is crucial to guarantee continuity because customers switch ‘between channels and devices while transacting with an organization.’\textsuperscript{106}

Gartner has determined 5 major trends for Customer Experience in 2020 and upcoming technologies play an important role within this area. The following technologies will impact Customer Experience this year the most: Artificial Intelligence, chatbots and Virtual Customer Assistants, omni-channel client engagement, application architecture activated in response to events and in real time, as well as IoT. According to Gartner, each technology brings significant advantages with it. Subsequently, key impacts of the 3 technologies considered to be most relevant for this thesis are presented hereafter.\textsuperscript{107}

The technology AI will effectively support

‘existing or new systems driven by AI capabilities to assist with making better decisions with less wasted effort, […] AI technologies and analytics, in addition to human insight, will provide continuous intelligence for the customer experience of the future.’\textsuperscript{108}

VCAs promise to decrease efforts for customers interacting with a company and improve CX on digital touchpoints like company home page, etc. The aim is increasing all experiences customers face in regard to humanity and enhancing the interchange with customers or colleagues. Besides that, this technology is enabling people to deal mainly with tricky and sophisticated jobs being relevant for clients.\textsuperscript{109}

Today, customers expect to decide about their engagement with a company regarding time and channel. It is essentially important to be aware how clients want to exchange with a specific enterprise in order that it can set up a Customer Experience which is outstanding because of the personal customization. Ideally, all channels come together within a customer dialogue hub which guarantees a central point of storing customer data.\textsuperscript{110}

In the following, this chapter gives an overview about 2 models published by the international research and consulting company Gartner, connecting CRM and Customer Experience: The CRM Application Functionality Starfish and The 8 Building Blocks of CRM.
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4.1 CRM Application Functionality Starfish

Figure 3 shows all areas in which CRM is applied: On the outside one can see the departments and on the inside Cross-CRM represents the area in which all departments take advantages out.\textsuperscript{111} Because the areas Sales and Cross-Sales are the most interesting ones within the context of this thesis, those areas will be explained in further detail subsequently.

It is relevant to highlight that Gartner recommends companies to not only concentrate on the functional variety CRM providers offer, as there are more factors which have to be reviewed when choosing a CRM solution. Nevertheless, it is essentially important for managers to use the model depicted in figure 3 to assess the functions and clarify from which ones a company can derive economic advantages from. The international research company suggests applying this concept when analyzing CRM providers. Gartner has recognized that no single employee in the different departments is able to be familiar with the whole bunch of functions and have a detailed understanding of them. Therefore, the experts recommend integrating external advisors for CRM projects.\textsuperscript{112}

![Six Top-Level CRM Application Functionality Groups](image)
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4.1.1 Sales

Within the area Sales, 5 distinct CRM Application Functionality Categories are defined: Sales Execution, Sales Enablement, Sales Effectiveness, Sales Performance, Sales...
Analytics. Hereafter, the respective corresponding subareas are illustrated in figure 4. Of all the categories mentioned, Sales Execution, but here especially Sales Force Automation, is the most requested topic by Gartner’s customers within this area.\textsuperscript{113} Further details on Sales Execution and Sales Force Automation are provided in the following paragraphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRM Application Functionality Categories (Part 3, Sales)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sales Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sales Force Automation, Lead Management, Sales Acceleration, Partner Relationship Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales Enablement</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sales Content, Training, Coaching, Onboarding, Appraisals, Guided Selling, Data Intelligence Solutions for Sales, Strategic Account Management, Mobile Sales Productivity, Digital Adoption Solutions, Sales Engagement Platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales Effectiveness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Configure, Price &amp; Quote, Visual Configuration, Contracts, Proposals, Price Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Incentive Compensation, Quotas, Territory Management, Gamification, Business Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales Analytics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sales Analytics Suite, Predictive Sales Forecasting, Conversational Engagement Analytics for Sales, Knowledge Graph for Sales</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: CRM Application Functionality Categories in Sales

It is striking to see that Sales is shifting more and more to the increased use of technologies with a high degree of automation or powerful algorithms. Among the trends of automated solutions are ‘predictive analytics, cognitive agents, guided selling and sales acceleration.’\textsuperscript{114} Sales Force Automation solutions make use of predictive analytics to influence sales employees in the way of taking decisions. And algorithms are used to speed up sales cycles and automatize appropriate non-automated activities for salespeople. But it goes even further: virtual assistants support employees with the usage of technical sales solutions, automated data entry or recommendations for decision making.\textsuperscript{115}

According to Gartner, predictive analytics is able to increase efficiency and provide performance benefits for Sales. Modern organizations apply it in order to enhance pipeline contribution of opportunities and lead conversion. In addition, the usage of data from CRM results in little implementation effort for companies. Today’s businesses can apply predictive lead scoring using a special algorithm to review the collected or even external data enabling the categorization of sales leads as either promising or not promising.\textsuperscript{116} Equally innovative is predictive opportunity scoring which applies a machine learning approach to ‘score sales opportunities to determine the likelihood of winning a deal. Sales reps can then use these scores to prioritize the opportunities they work on.’\textsuperscript{117}

Moreover, more and more innovative Sales Automation offerings came onto the market in the last few years. The aim of these tools (Sales Acceleration or Guided Selling) is to
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enhance ‘repetitive, common execution steps in sales lead and opportunity management […] [and] combine elements of predictive analytics, artificial intelligence and innovative user experience design.’

### 4.1.2 Cross-CRM

The Cross-CRM area comprises 10 CRM Application Functionality Categories (see figure 5). The most relevant categories for this thesis, which have a connection to either Customer Experience or Artificial Intelligence, will be described shortly below.

- **Intelligent Business Process Management:**

  In short, the smart version of BPM uses AI to automate selected business processes. In particular, CRM systems get enhanced more and more frequently with iBPM. This concept strives to provide ‘users […] [with] real-time information and proactive predictions, recommendations and insights to continuously innovate and improve their experiences […] and a better understanding around business operating models.’

- **Customer Analytics:**

  Salesforce describes customer analytics as a synonym for CRM analytics which is all about data collection and analysis of factual customer information and aims to visualize the gathered insights with an easy-to-use solution. The overall target is making use of the evaluated data in order to decide in a more knowledgeable way including customer awareness. Most notably, big enterprises benefit from customer analytics because they have a large customer base and get information like, for example, the position of individual customers within the sales funnel. The major advantage of customer analytics is the proven capability to customize a customer’s experience, among other advantages, like better client segmentation, successful forecasting models, measuring business performance metrics and the categorization of customer groups depending on how lucrative it is to do business with them. In brief summary this means that ‘AI enabled customer analytics can sift through a larger and complex data space and uncover many more business opportunities.

- **Personalization:**

  ‘Personalization can take many forms, but digital personalization is where most investment is taking place today.’ Nowadays, Artificial Intelligence is able to provide excellent CX because it generates personalized experiences for the customer. AI can manage to offer customized solutions because it analyzes every information which is available about the
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respective customers by processing high data volumes.\textsuperscript{124} As explained below, applying AI is necessary to satisfy customers at every customer touchpoint:

‘Customers have also raised their expectations and are now expecting integrated omnichannel experience with highly personalized interactions. Therefore, companies need to leverage Artificial intelligence to provide proactive, smart, integrated and convenient interactions along the customer journey for re-imagined customer experiences.'\textsuperscript{125}

- Voice of The Customer

According to the definition, ‘Voice of The Customer, or VOC is the collection of customer wants, needs, expectations, likes and dislikes.’\textsuperscript{126} When a company is successful in doing VOC, it can identify how customers experience situations at any kind of contact point. The ability to use the collected information and transform the experience depending on the customer statements is key to achieve an outstanding CX across the total customer journey.\textsuperscript{127}

- Digital Asset Management:

‘A Digital Asset Management (DAM) platform is essentially a cloud media library storing all your digital assets – photos, videos, graphics, text, etc. – so that you can easily produce, find and share content inside and outside your organization.’\textsuperscript{128}

Basically, this definition highlights the fact that the major focus lies on content, which strives to provide customized experiences. The newest improvements within this area, due to upcoming technologies, allow the usage of interactive illustrations, 3D technology or virtual and artificial reality to create the best digital experiences.\textsuperscript{129} When DAM is linked with CRM, it helps enterprises to reach out to customers in an individual manner which fits to the known customer information.\textsuperscript{130}

- Digital Experience Platforms

‘Digital Experience Platforms (DXP) allow users to control and optimize their customers’ digital experiences across all potential touchpoints.’\textsuperscript{131} The purpose of having a DXP is gathering customer information at every digital customer touch point, and hence businesses are able to create customized content provided to clients. The major advantage of a Digital Experience Platform is to organize various articles through numerous interactive options (like client portals, WWW pages, electronic commerce, etc.) via 1 homogenous interface. Companies can make use of the following key functionalities, which a DXP offers, namely: harmonizing the exchange with customers through all communication options to create uniform experiences for customers, gathering client information from different points of contact, and gathering, measuring and analyzing plus generating reports of internet data.\textsuperscript{132}
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Master Data Management of Customer Data:

A company doing Master Data Management in order to get coherent insights about clients requires the complete consideration about customer requirements. The concept of MDM is applied to collect crucial information in a central place, and consequently taking the first steps needed for improved CX.\textsuperscript{133}

![CRM Application Functionality Categories](image)

Figure 5: CRM Application Functionality Categories in Cross-CRM
Source: Thompson; Ford 2019, p. 6.

### 4.2 The 8 Building Blocks of CRM

According to Gartner, the concept of The 8 Building Blocks of CRM (hereafter referred to as cornerstones of CRM) intends to give advice to companies running CRM activities. Figure 6 illustrates the 8 cornerstones which are arranged one after another in the structure starting with the cornerstone Vision. Prior to starting with the next cornerstone Strategy, which has to be aligned with the cornerstone Vision, the client data has to be cleansed.\textsuperscript{134} The third cornerstone is called Customer Experience, which should also be harmonized with the CRM strategy. To make a long story short, companies having succeeded in the part of CRM strategy put emphasis on each individual cornerstone mentioned in figure 6.\textsuperscript{135} In the following, the focus will lie on the cornerstones Strategy and Customer Experience because the further elaboration of insights in this connection is most beneficial by achieving knowledge about CRM in connection with Customer Experience.
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4.2.1 Strategy

Gartner defines the term CRM strategy as follows:

‘A CRM strategy sets out the choices the organization is making to achieve its customer goals […] and provides application leaders with the how to match the why laid out in the CRM vision.’

The international research company recommends to specify the most relevant CRM strategy objectives on the highest level such as, for example, enhancement of client satisfaction, decrease of after-sales service expenses, increase of the number of new clients, increase of upselling/cross-selling to current clients, improvement of long-lasting customer loyalty, reduction of sales cycle and improvement of the Net Promoter Score. The determination of targets according to different customer segments has to be closely adjusted to business goals. Gartner recommends that the individual customer segments have particular goals which are presented in a slightly amended form compared with the all-embracing objectives. In addition, the harmonization of the CRM strategy with a company’s digitalization strategy is key to identify possible influencing factors resulting from further digitalization plans. Another recommendation from Gartner is to determine specific performance metrics for the objectives of CRM, which may differ according to which target group is considered. Moreover, companies should analyze current processes of CRM and only keep them if they match with the CRM strategy. Otherwise, they have to be changed. In the best case, the processes are customer-focused in order to recognize the most frequent process characteristics regarding Customer Experience. As a final point, Gartner
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emphasizes the importance of stakeholder engagement to match varying views with the strategic goals of a company.\(^{137}\)

### 4.2.2 Customer Experience

Some CRM projects have to overcome difficulties in terms of Customer Experience. Unfortunately, a majority of companies is not aware that Customer Experience should go before no long-lasting savings of expenses. But this counterproductive view is changing more and more in recent times, as businesses are exposed to increasing stress of competition. The basis for initial improvements regarding Customer Experience is achieved by figuring out the true customer requirements, which is not an easy undertaking due to the split-up of customer data. Additionally, the ability to shine with customized solutions crave by customers is at the moment hardly present because of the fact that companies react too slowly. The last difficulty emerges from the rise of technically sophisticated products for customizing the experiences of customers because of the fact that companies struggle to keep up with them in due course.\(^{138}\)

Gartner’s suggestions for improvement are as follows: coordinating Customer Experience measures across all channels and relevant departments, understanding the customer’s voice (as explained in section 4.1.2) and improving CX with a step-by-step approach including considering customer feedback, customizing the experiences of clients with the help of complete listing of data origins which facilitates great individualization.\(^{139}\)

Due to the fact that customers form an opinion about a company by obtaining experiences from various touchpoints (digital or non-digital ones), the summary of experiences at all points of contact decide if customers had either a good experience or not with a specific enterprise. At some touchpoints, customers leave information about themselves, which an organization records for the derivation of findings and the development of customer knowledge. Nowadays, it is most common that customers make information available about themselves through using digital solutions offered by the company (e.g. web shop, customer portal). Consequently, the collected information can be used to improve Customer Experience initiatives. The resulting benefits for the company include, inter alia, greater client satisfaction and retention, increased number of referrals from customers, decreased after-sales service expenses and revenue growth.\(^{140}\)

\(^{137}\) Cf. Scheibenreif 2019, p. 5-6, 8-10
\(^{139}\) Cf. Chiu 2019, p. 1-2, 5
\(^{140}\) Cf. Chiu 2019, p. 2-3
5. AI Business Framework

Within this chapter, the AI Business Framework of Gentsch (see figure 7) is used to demonstrate the 5 areas of the model with a focus on the AI use cases. The following subchapters deal with AI use cases for the business layers Marketing, Sales, Service and CRM. In addition, the impacts on Customer Experience are clarified.

All 5 areas of the framework build on one another and are interdependent. The different topics covered within the framework can be systematized, classified and brought into connection among each other. At the bottom, the Enabler Layer represents all crucial success factors of AI. Because of the fact that Big Data contributes a lot to the development and trend of AI, it has an own layer building on the Enabler Layer. Thereafter, the Layer of AI Methods and Technology follows, which comprises the latest major technologies and approaches of AI. On this basis, the AI use cases followed by the Business Layer continue to build on the previously mentioned layers.\footnote{Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 41-43}

![AI Business Framework Diagram](image)

**Figure 7: AI Business Framework**
Source: Gentsch 2018, p. 42.

5.1 AI Use Cases for the Business Layers Marketing, Sales, Service and CRM

The AI use cases enable building a connection from AI to the business with its several layers.\footnote{Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 41} Organizations can enhance efficiency and productivity by using AI, but, additionally, they can cater better to customers, and hence create added value. Especially
the business areas Sales, CRM and Marketing benefit from the usage of AI because even more efficiency enhancements can be attained. Thanks to AI, companies can create customized and tailor-made product combinations for all clients.\textsuperscript{143} Before delving into a closer examination of the most relevant AI use cases for the business layers Marketing, Sales, Service and CRM, the impacts of AI-driven CRM are shortly highlighted:

‘AI-powered CRM activities will cover a large spectrum of use cases and touch almost all facets of an enterprise, including accelerating sales cycles, improving lead generation and qualification, personalizing marketing campaigns and lowering costs of support calls.’\textsuperscript{144}

### 5.1.1 Automated Customer Service

This use case is strongly connected to the developments of virtual assistants, which support service departments with the improvements in the field of computational linguistics in order to work more efficiently. Thanks to natural language processing algorithms, customer calls can be received, and simple and recurring issues can be clarified in natural language and in a comfortable way. As a result, Customer Experience will be positively affected.\textsuperscript{145} In addition, customer care employees have more time for more difficult requests. Virtual assistants detect when an external user is active and searches for information, then they contact the person, deal with possible reactions, give an appropriate answer, or when the time is ripe for it, hand over the lead to a sales rep.\textsuperscript{146}

### 5.1.2 Content Creation

In the area of Marketing, content marketing and target group relevant addressing are recognized as the recipe for success. In the best case, digitally available data is used for the automated generation of content, which means that public information from the internet serve as a basis for gaining relevant insights automatically in real time with the help of algorithms. For example, the latest market developments and trends can be identified or infographics can be established automatically. Computational linguistics or Natural Language Generation (NLG) is used to produce text on the basis of numbers and single facts.\textsuperscript{147} With the help of customized content, companies can develop individualized campaigns and are able to better engage customers.\textsuperscript{148} Even regarding Sales, sales employees can better satisfy customers if they offer customized content fitting to the requirements of every individual customer.\textsuperscript{149}

\textsuperscript{143} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 55, 59
\textsuperscript{144} Close-Up Media 2017
\textsuperscript{145} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 44
\textsuperscript{146} Cf. Clear C2 2019
\textsuperscript{147} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 44
\textsuperscript{148} Cf. Fotedar 2020
\textsuperscript{149} Cf. AI Multiple 2020
5.1.3 Conversational Commerce, Chatbots & Personal Assistants

The use cases covered within this part enable customers to communicate naturally (spoken or written language) with corporate systems, instead of communicating via non-natural interfaces (web pages, apps). This new way of communication allows people being averse to novel technologies dealing with those kinds of emerging technologies.\textsuperscript{150}

**Conversational Commerce** improves the customer interaction by automatization and aims to lead customers from the conversation phase to the buying phase, ending with the purchase. Included here are, inter alia, purchasing products or services, or handling of payment transactions. This new way of interaction between customers and companies applies often messaging or bot systems, which use text or speech to provide a simplified interaction. Renowned organizations like Google, Amazon or Microsoft offer such systems called Google Home, Alexa or Cortana. These enable the enhancement of the entire customer journey because of convenience factors and better efficiency. AI is applied more and more to systematically get to know customer behavior and their preferences. Both groups, the customers with their personal assistants and the organizations with their bots, make use of it.\textsuperscript{151} Companies can benefit from Conversational Commerce if they are able to offer customers a customized, convenient and worthwhile service. Conversational Commerce is suggested for companies with a high level of consulting. It fits best to businesses like tourism, consumer electronics and clothing or sporting goods trade, as well as the banking and insurance sector.\textsuperscript{152}

Conversational Commerce develops further over time due to the progress in AI, in particular NLP, which captures written or spoken languages. Another very important aspect for Conversational Commerce and for carrying out all buying processes is to seamlessly integrate payment technologies. One of the first implementations of Conversational Commerce is WeChat, the Chinese mobile cross-platform messaging service which was launched in 2011. It enables communication with friends and the usage of corporate services like ordering food or taxis, paying bills, etc. The interface is chat-based and incorporates a lot of features. In contrast to China’s WeChat, services in Europe are accessible via certain apps.\textsuperscript{153}

**Chatbots** interact with many stakeholders, in most cases customers. Marketing, Sales and Service use chatbots to qualify requests, nurture leads with information and answer customer requests automatically.\textsuperscript{154} Today, the main application area of chatbots is answering customer requests regarding all kind of company-specific aspects or products. This can be even intensified to engagement bots who get in touch with users and communicate with them like a brand ambassador.\textsuperscript{155} When chatbots are used in the context of Conversational Commerce, customers and organizations may benefit from a stronger customer retention due to the improved and speedy service, the humanoid communication

\textsuperscript{150} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 44  
\textsuperscript{151} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 228  
\textsuperscript{152} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 113-114  
\textsuperscript{153} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 106-107  
\textsuperscript{154} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 138  
\textsuperscript{155} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 105
and stronger brand presence. Customers appreciate personalized services, and hence customer satisfaction is enhanced. Organizations benefit from a strong reputation, higher brand recognition and, on top of this, they gain a deeper insight into the buying process and the customer needs. Nevertheless, some downsides exist like the problem with data protection and increased probability of cybercrime. Another negative aspect is headcount reduction because of the increased implementation of chatbots. This affects mainly the telephone customer service.\textsuperscript{156}

**Personal assistants** follow the instructions of customers or intelligently identify needs for actions and perform them autonomously, like in the case of follow-up orders.\textsuperscript{157}

In recent times, e-commerce experienced changes in customer behavior and technological advances, which led to its categorization into different levels of maturity. As mentioned in chapter 3, the omnichannel approach is still the one which many organizations strive to achieve, but the most innovative and future-oriented concept is, when we look at the maturity model, Conversational Commerce. Figure 8 shows the digital transformation within e-commerce and the 4 levels of maturity. Conversational Commerce presents a new system which enables triggering and coordinating customer-driven and situation-specific order processes automatically.\textsuperscript{158}

![Figure 8: The digital transformation within e-commerce – levels of maturity](image)

Source: Gentsch 2018, p. 110.

### 5.1.4 Lead Prediction & Profiling

Thanks to Artificial Intelligence, potential customers can be identified and distinguished automatically. In order to identify and assign new accounts or markets, prescribed customer profiles are required to enable this with statistical twins. Predictive analytics plays an

\textsuperscript{156} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 109-110
\textsuperscript{157} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 110
\textsuperscript{158} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 109-110
important role here and allows that possible buyers of unusual markets and leads can also be identified. Otherwise they would fall through the cracks. Due to customer profiling in a dynamic way, the identification and evaluation of triggers for communication and Sales is possible.\textsuperscript{159} The difference between sales people and the lead prediction method is that lead prediction is not making a subjective evaluation and has no limited view because it uses a wide range of data from a multitude of sources in order to provide ideal results.\textsuperscript{160} Predicting the best leads can be explained as follows: Leads having a high likelihood for conversion should be far in the front within the sales funnel. The findings of a study indicate that lead prediction improves the conversion rate by 30%.\textsuperscript{161} Lead prediction belongs to the category of area specific AI systems, as it is used in the area of Sales.\textsuperscript{162} Sales employees leverage AI-driven CRM by enhancing lead management to have a better chance closing sales deals.\textsuperscript{163}

\textbf{5.1.5 Pricing}

The business with AI solutions calculating retail prices for all kind of goods is booming. Special algorithms are applied in order to review continually large quantities of data to determine the prices which have a high likelihood to be accepted by the customers. This relates to the individual customer’s readiness to buy or search for the optimal price. In particular, more and more filling stations use these kind of AI algorithms for prices. But it is also useful for retailers to use AI for pricing. The overall aim of this approach is to skim the maximum consumer surplus.\textsuperscript{164}

\textbf{5.1.6 Process Automation}

Robotic Process Automation is applied if routine tasks like extracting or preparing data should be automatically done. This way of automatization can carry out, inter alia, the following tasks: accessing emails and systems, creating documents or reports, performing calculations and checking files. The business benefits resulting from process automation are efficiency gains, reduction of operational risks, increased employee performance, improved response times, as well as the improvement of Customer Experience.\textsuperscript{165}

\textbf{5.1.7 Product/ Content Recommendation}

More and more frequently, an online shop benefits from recommendation engines, which are used for generating customized recommendations. Due to continuous advancement of the algorithms, even better AI practices are applied. The company reviews the buying and

\textsuperscript{159} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 45-46
\textsuperscript{160} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 119
\textsuperscript{161} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 125, 127
\textsuperscript{162} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 227
\textsuperscript{163} Cf. Trzupek 2020
\textsuperscript{164} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 46
\textsuperscript{165} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 47
clicking behavior of the online user, who then receives additional fitting content aiming to produce interest and buying incentives.¹⁶⁶

5.1.8 Sales Volume Prediction

A heavily important task of an organization’s management is to forecast sales. The demanding job behind sales volume forecasting can be qualitatively improved with the usage of AI because it enables the examination of much more data which is relevant for the forecast. This covers a number of data, like old and real-time data, company-internal and external data, as well as economic and company-specific data or data considered to be at macro- and micro-economic level. These include, for example, own prices and competitive prices, stock data, weather, and so on.¹⁶⁷

5.2 Impacts on Customer Experience

Generally, Artificial Intelligence has impacts on every industry, enhancing employee productivity and Customer Experience.¹⁶⁸ Especially regarding CX, it is important for organizations to take measures for improvement as customers are becoming more and more demanding and take smart and coherent experiences for granted when being in touch with a company. Due to the usage of AI, an enterprise can provide state-of-the-art experiences and reach out to the customer via several channels. AI makes it possible for an enterprise to observe customer data, and therefore it is able to understand the customer and is capable to forecast the specific needs. The ability of prediction supports sales reps in a way that makes all customer interactions outstanding. AI has an influence on Customer Experience not just with the automatization of classical routine duties, but it goes on even to real-time processing of customer inquiries.¹⁶⁹

Companies applying customized campaigns, lead prediction or automated customer service with bots are able to correctly utilize AI to gain benefits like more productive staff or better customized experiences for clients.¹⁷⁰ In a nutshell, if an organization is able to make the experiences for its customers better, this will likely cause an enhancement of customer loyalty and satisfaction.¹⁷¹ The following paragraph highlights some relevant impacts AI has on CX, mentions the connection of AI and Big Data as the enabler for creating client profiles, and describes the overall goal of improved CX, which can be described as enhanced customer satisfaction and retention:

‘Artificial intelligence is helping companies to create experiences which naturally integrate with consumers’ daily lives […]. Intelligent prediction and personalization is making customers feel as if product or service was tailored just for them. AI enabled systems can predict the likelihood of future behaviours with high accuracy, while simultaneously finding the underlining drivers

¹⁶⁶ Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 47
¹⁶⁷ Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 48
¹⁶⁸ Cf. Close-Up Media 2017
¹⁶⁹ Cf. Close-Up Media 2017
¹⁷⁰ Cf. Salesforce.com 2016, p. 13, 16
¹⁷¹ Cf. Fotedar 2020
of customer satisfaction. AI algorithms systematically develops customer profiles by using tons of data. 

The analysis of some best practice examples reveals that organizations need to record data in a fast and systematic way, process it and take the appropriate measures in order to ensure possible advantages like sales increases, cost savings and outstanding Customer Experience. In the context of Conversational Commerce, incredibly important is to review all touchpoints, which have to undergo an analysis concerning value, expenses and threats aiming to reach the optimum trade-off. For example, if a touchpoint has a very high automation level, this can lead to efficiency benefits, but at the same time it may cause harm to the Customer Experience. But with the right combination, it enhances Customer Experience like in the area of customer care, which profits from service bots because of non-stop service at any time and the permanent customer-friendly manner. As a consequence, customers get professional and immediate answers to their requests. Smart chatbots require the integration of AI and thereby ensuring that they always keep learning and improving. Hence, chatbots become better and better the more experiences they made with customers. In short, improved customer relationships are the outcome.

‘AI powered chatbots can proactively start conversations with customers, providing them with the information they need, or help with purchasing. It can solve common queries and transfer queries it cannot deal with to customer agent team thus increasing productivity and improving the customer experience.’

To conclude, if Artificial Intelligence is integrated within CRM or trading platforms, Customer Experience is one factor which benefits and improves considerably. The internal and external CX will profit due to the progress caused by AI. The large volume of data, better algorithms and higher processing power enable new applications driving change and leading to predictive and customized experiences. The digital transformation will be affected by innovative AI tools, which are the most significant causes of better CX.
6. Artificial Intelligence within CRM

The economic influence of AI regarding CRM is forecasted to generate globally over USD 1.1 trillion in additional gross domestic product along with a net job creation of 800,000 till 2021. Due to the rise of large data volumes, processing power and development leaps regarding machine learning, Artificial Intelligence is expected to change the way of working. It is anticipated that AI is able to enhance personnel's performance, more particularly in areas dealing with CRM.\textsuperscript{179} Companies can carry out the performance measurement of AI tools on the basis of, amongst others, productivity enhancement, increased market opportunities, saving of expenses and ROI.\textsuperscript{180} As already stated in the previous chapter, AI integrated within CRM is key in order to create intelligent, impressive and impactful experiences for customers in a fast way.\textsuperscript{181}

The subsequent subchapters comprise a vendor comparison between Salesforce and SAP and a summary of the trend AI-driven CRM. The former is required to have a look at the vendors’ solutions and incorporated features. At the end of this chapter, summarized information about the trend AI-driven CRM and its benefits is provided.

6.1 Vendor Comparison: Salesforce vs. SAP

The CRM software market includes a multitude of vendors offering various tools with diverse functionalities. Within this chapter, 2 leading CRM vendors, namely Salesforce and SAP, are analyzed with regard to their CRM solution, the features and respective Sales Cloud. Obviously, the critical element AI will be covered too. Because the closest competitor of Salesforce is SAP, these 2 vendors were chosen for the following comparison. Figure 9 illustrates that Salesforce had slightly more than double the market share of SAP in the years 2017 and 2018. From a global perspective, Salesforce was the market dominator in 2018, compared with all other vendors.\textsuperscript{182} The subsequently presented sections have a focus on Sales and AI. In the appendix 3, a list of key capabilities or main features of the Sales Cloud Einstein and SAP Sales Cloud can be found.

\textsuperscript{179} Cf. Close-Up Media 2017
\textsuperscript{180} Cf. Fotedar 2020
\textsuperscript{181} Cf. MIT Technology Review Custom 2017
\textsuperscript{182} Cf. Columbus 2019
6.1.1 Salesforce

The organization was founded in San Francisco in 1999 with its aim to innovate in the field of CRM, being the first venture offering software solutions via the cloud. The enterprise has a customer base of more than 150,000 companies of all sectors, ranging from small to big ones. Salesforce promises to achieve improvements like an increase of business deals, an optimization of predictive accuracy and an increase in sales with the company’s CRM solution. With regard to Artificial Intelligence, Salesforce promotes the benefits of using the technology. In order to satisfy customers and provide them the experiences they expect, companies can make use of the advantages AI offers. Salesforce states that AI acts as an enabler to

‘discover critical insights about customers and their preferences, predict the best actions to move relationships forward, and recommend and automate actions to increase sales productivity.’

Salesforce has identified 3 general possibilities how sales representatives can benefit from Artificial Intelligence in order to increase the amount of deals, namely:

1. Virtual digital assistants support sales employees by reviewing recent information about potential and existing customers
2. Data collection takes place in an automated way, which then allows sales staff to concentrate on the most attractive prospects

---
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3. Predictive tools support the sales force with predicting possible turnovers\textsuperscript{186}

\textbf{6.1.1.1 CRM solution: Customer 360}

Salesforce offers an embedded CRM platform called Customer 360, which combines all necessary departments like Marketing, Commerce, Sales, Service and IT aiming to create coherent and customized customer experiences because all teams have access to the same data source.\textsuperscript{187} Focusing on Sales, Salesforce offers a CRM tool called Sales Cloud which promises to enhance productivity and attract more leads. In addition, Salesforce CPQ belongs to the Sales part, helping not just with precise quote generation and its delivery, but also with automated invoicing, as well as revenue recognition. The last component within the Sales offer involves AI, which is also known as Sales Cloud Einstein.\textsuperscript{188} It comprises ‘predictive scoring, actionable insights, intelligent automation, and more accurate forecasting.’\textsuperscript{189}

\textbf{6.1.1.2 Sales Cloud}

Salesforce offers customers the possibility to either use Sales Cloud only or use it in combination with Einstein, the intelligent CRM assistant of Salesforce.\textsuperscript{190} Salesforce defines Sales Cloud as follows:

’Sales Cloud is a cloud-based Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application from Salesforce. It includes tools for contact management, sales force automation, sales forecasting, and productivity. It allows sales teams and managers to manage the sales cycle, prioritise tasks, manage customer relationships, and access insights.’\textsuperscript{191}

The benefits of using Sales Cloud are, among others, that companies can monitor and steer customers, optimize sales outlooks, coordinate marketing and sales departments, enhance the productivity of Sales and increase the customer retention rate. The 3 major positive impacts of using Sales Cloud are that organizations can provide customized purchase experiences to customers, develop and adapt sales strategies and enable sales employees to do their job more efficiently and in a more intelligent way.\textsuperscript{192} Organizations using Sales Cloud can accelerate the increase of regular customers, detection of new clients, and deal-making. The 10 features of the Sales Cloud are subsequently listed and shortly described.\textsuperscript{193}

- **Contact Management:**

The aim of contact management is to ‘get a complete view of your customers, including activity history, key contacts, customer communications, and internal account discussions.’\textsuperscript{194} Sales reps can look at relevant customer data including data from social media pages, and hence derive insightful findings in order to proactively address customer’s
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issues. As Salesforce facilitates collaboration among employees in regard to sharing individual customer profiles including all available information and records, it supports a cooperative working method. Sales reps can access customer information also via mobile devices, making possible that the employees can prepare themselves for meetings on the way to the clients.  

- Opportunity Management:

All sales deals are managed within Salesforce and enable the following: generating quotes according to the agreed terms and conditions, reviewing crucial details of activities in real time (e.g. competition, current state of the deal, recommended actions), and informing sales reps via message when reactions or tasks are required. Because quote generation is integrated within the Sales Cloud, it enables sales reps to update quotes automatically and create data files in the form of templates, as well as share it with customers right away within the Sales Cloud. The usage of Salesforce is possible with mobile devices, enabling that sales reps, inter alia, receive live updates regarding the status of deals or communicate with each other about issues.

- Lead Management:

Sales reps should focus on those leads with the highest likelihood of success. Lead Management facilitates the conversion of leads into true sales opportunities. The aim is to apply automated lead scoring in order to catch all attractive leads. In addition, managing and allocating leads to the appropriate sales representative is another crucial activity within lead management. Because of the fact that marketing campaigns can be backtracked across channels, the effects on the sales pipeline resulting from marketing measures can be made visible.

- Reports and Dashboards:

Salesforce provides CRM analytics, which enables customers to create individualized sales forecast reports. With the help of dashboards, the sales force can be constantly analyzed regarding the individual contributions. The reports and dashboards can be even accessed from mobile devices to have a look at performance metrics anytime and anywhere.

- Sales Forecasting:

With this feature, sales managers can gain an overall picture of the sales pipeline, supporting the persons in charge if adapted measures are required. It is essentially important for the management to have a look at an in-depth forecast showing real-time figures, which is rapidly available. Another capability within sales forecasting is that high achievers can be easily recognized because the individual performances of the sales reps are displayed.

- Sales Collaboration:

---
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Sales reps are supplied with the latest news about important issues, projects and working groups via a social collaboration feature. It allows employees to cooperate and at the same time record all information at 1 place. Sales Cloud is able to propose appropriate documents or persons, derived from the identifiable interests of the user. Using the search function makes sense if an employee looks for a specific issue or wants to know who is specialized in this area. Sales Collaboration is also intended for mobile usage.200

- Salesforce Quote-to-Cash:

The purpose of this feature is to generate and submit thorough quotes quickly. The automatization of the invoice generation, as well as the configuration and administration of subscriptions takes place with this feature. The benefits are that revenue recognition happens fast and records about quotes, purchase orders, billings and transfer payments are generated. On top, customers can electronically sign documents in a customer-friendly way.201

- Territory Management:

The aim of this feature is to push general performance and manage sales areas and give them a consistent but adjustable organization, which facilitates that the sales representatives are appropriately assigned to the relevant customers. The outcome of it should be increased sales.202

- Sales Data and Intelligence:

With the help of this feature, users can quickly discover valuable potential customers. It is even possible to take advantages of the opportunity of cross- and up-selling. Sales reps are able to gain profound knowledge about customers and quickly access it, like for example company-specific information. Salesforce offers a solution which corrects incorrect and fragmentary data about customer records, in other words, data cleansing.203

- Inside Sales Console:

Sales representatives have personal dashboards with which they can keep track of leads, evaluate customers and find out key accounts. In addition, they apply Sales Intelligence. The aim is to get qualified leads and drive lots of deals forward into the respective following stages within the sales cycle.204

6.1.1.3 Sales Cloud Einstein

Salesforce Einstein is a set of best-in-class platform services that bring advanced AI capabilities into the core of the Customer Success Platform205. Salesforce helps organizations to make use of AI and facilitates them to generate predictive, customized and enhanced experiences for customers. Einstein integrates predictive analytics, sophisticated machine learning, Smart Data Discovery and NLP. If a company wants to use Einstein, it

---
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gets a system which convinces with automated personalization, and over time, it further enhances thanks to self-optimization and learning resulting from processing new data and interactions. Einstein enables identifying substantial findings automatically, forecasting future patterns of behavior, automating actions and hitting initiative by proposing most suitable subsequent actions. The key advantages of using Einstein are the ability of gaining insights, automatizing work processes, suggesting follow-up steps and forecasting outcomes. Salesforce aims with Einstein ‘to simplify the use of AI for their clients, and make AI capabilities accessible to clients without a robust technical AI skill set. This emphasis on “accessibility” is a common value proposition for nearly all B2B AI applications, in CRM or otherwise.’

With regard to Sales, Einstein helps to improve the success rate due to the prioritization of very attractive sales opportunities and leads, which have a high probability for conversion. In addition, sales reps get notifications if important activities regarding customers or opportunities are detected. Furthermore, automated data gathering allows that sales reps spend more time selling rather than entering data. Another benefit resulting from Einstein is that sales reps can outperform their targets because Einstein enables them to disclose trends within the sales pipeline and forecast sales.

Thanks to the application of AI, sales staff is able to manage mails in a more productive way, work better via AI-driven apps and determine trends or relevant information due to advanced analytic techniques. To sum up, the key advantage that users get from Sales Cloud Einstein is that predictive analytics and data input function automatically, which enable the users to be aware of the classification of the opportunities and leads according to priority. Hence, this means highest probability of conversion. In this way, sales reps know the best follow-up activities. Additionally, users can recognize business trends in order to gain more qualified accounts. Other advantages derive from the automated recording of the newly made contacts as well as the automated synchronization of calendar data and mails, which allows sales staff to use automatically created next best actions. Even the mailbox of Salesforce is smart, bundling calendar, mails and CRM platform. On top, the analytic functions are applied to create customizable reports and take smarter decision. Last but not least, machine learning is applied automatically aiming to enhance forecast reliability. Hence, 6 main key capabilities of Sales Cloud Einstein are identified: Opportunity & Lead Scoring, Opportunity & Account Insights, Automated Contacts and Activity Capture, Inbox, Sales Analytics, Forecasting.

### 6.1.2 SAP

SAP was founded in 1972 in Germany and is nowadays a giant industry leader regarding enterprise application software. The organization has a customer base of over 440,000 companies of different sizes and sectors. SAP has capabilities within IoT, machine learning,
as well as advanced analytics in order to support companies on their way of becoming intelligent companies.\textsuperscript{211} SAP’s ‘end-to-end suite of applications and services enables […] customers to operate profitably, adapt continuously, and make a difference.\textsuperscript{212} The product categories of SAP can be divided into ERP & Finance, CRM & Customer Experience, Network & Spend Management, Digital Supply Chain, HR & People Management and Business Technology Platform.\textsuperscript{213} SAP offers additionally

‘to core CRM functionality, […] in-memory technology and Big Data insights to help […] [customers] drive contextual, personalized customer engagement in real time – across any channel or line of business.’\textsuperscript{214}

Organizations can provide an E2E Customer Experience by guaranteeing the necessary connection across channels with the holistic solution C/4HANA running on SAP HANA.\textsuperscript{215}

6.1.2.1 CRM solution: SAP C/4HANA Suite

‘SAP S/4HANA is an intelligent, integrated ERP system that runs on […] [SAP’s] in-memory database, SAP HANA.’\textsuperscript{216} It allows, among other things, to change enterprise processes radically with smart automation facilitated with AI and RPA. In addition, it enables companies to take sound and quicker decisions due to integrated analytics, digital assistants and a dialog-oriented interface.\textsuperscript{217} SAP wins customers with its C/4HANA suite, promising to profit from a significantly improved CX and an easier management of it. With the application of the 5 cloud solutions, SAP Customer Data Cloud, SAP Marketing Cloud, SAP Commerce Cloud, SAP Sales Cloud and SAP Service Cloud, an interconnected customer journey is made possible. If we solely consider SAP Sales Cloud, the cloud solution strives to improve shopping experiences of customers, and hence the company benefits from an increase in sales. It aims to accelerate sales processes, manage sales territories and support sales staff with quotes and contracts.\textsuperscript{218} With regard to lead management,

‘SAP has released lead conversion propensity models based on ML models via SAP Leonardo, to predict the leads with the highest likelihood of conversion, who can then be nurtured for marketing and sales.’\textsuperscript{219}

A more detailed description of SAP Sales Cloud is presented subsequently.

6.1.2.2 SAP Sales Cloud

SAP promises that with the usage of their Sales Cloud, companies are able to improve the daily business of their sales staff. In addition, CX gets better and the purchase process speeds up. The features of the Sales Cloud are divided into 5 main categories: Sales Automation & Forecast Optimization, Quotes & Contracts, Sales Performance
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Management, Billing & Revenue Management, Augmented Intelligence. These categories are described below in detail.

- Sales Automation & Forecast Optimization:

Within this category it is stressed that sales employees need access to centrally accessible data at all times. This category comprises live lead scoring and makes possible that customers and opportunities are centralized. Moreover, it enables to get deeper insights into the sales pipeline. In addition, sales forecasting can be realized more precisely. On top, it is easier for sales staff to close deals due to the fact that they can have a deep look at all details of particular business deals.

- Quotes & Contracts:

This area is about the configuration of products, which can be completed online, the automatization of price and discount setting, as well as contract negotiation in a collaborative manner. Consequently, the 4 key benefits which arise out of this area can be referred to as product configuration, quicker quote generation, availability of centralized data (offers, contracts, etc.) via portable devices, and collaborative contract negotiation.

- Sales Performance Management:

The performance of Sales can be enhanced by the usage of a prescriptive model within analytics. The payment of commission can be completed more accurately and determined much faster. Beyond that, the sales areas can be organized according to company targets and sales execution can experience a boost. Furthermore, companies benefit from less manual updating of data tables due to live updates.

- Billing & Revenue Management:

The advantages of this main category include the following: automatization of the order lifecycle makes it easier to manage it, smooth connection of front-end and back-end order completion, easier handling of invoicing and billing with different possibilities, automatization of revenue recognition conforming to standards.

- Augmented Intelligence:

The way how decisions regarding emerging issues occurring along the sales cycle are made, is influenced by augmented intelligence. The purpose of it is to decide swiftly, reliably and effectively. The decisions should be based on the business objectives. Exactly this is possible with live prescriptive planning recommendations. In addition, automated identification of outliers drives planning further and enables customized recommendations for every sales representative. Last but not least, machine learning techniques can be used without the employment of experts. The definition of prescriptive analytics is stated below.

---
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Prescriptive Analytics is the area of data analytics that focuses on finding the best course of action in a scenario given the available data. It’s related to both descriptive analytics and predictive analytics but emphasizes actionable insights instead of data monitoring.\textsuperscript{226}

6.2 The trend of AI-driven CRM

According to a study carried out with 188 companies, the combination of CRM and AI enables enterprises to analyze data, automate processes and develop smart recommendations for action.\textsuperscript{227} This requires to have a lot of data about customers stored at 1 place enabling to have a holistic perspective on every customer. An AI-driven CRM platform can be used by IT and other employees, helping them to provide exceptional experiences. Besides recommending products, other possibilities improving CRM regarding internal and external CX are language and sentiment detection, text summarization or intent analysis.\textsuperscript{228} Organizations can profit from a smart CRM because of personalized marketing campaigns, enhanced lead generation, faster selling cycles, and less customer service expenses. In addition, employees are able to work more efficiently due to decreased data entry because of the availability of a selection list.\textsuperscript{229} AI will synch data from various sources effortlessly and intelligently into your CRM.\textsuperscript{230} In the context of e-commerce and sales, the shopping experiences can be enhanced in the following way:

‘providing automated, personalized recommendations and special offers […] draw in shoppers. The embedded intelligence can even learn from conversation history and previous interactions to coach sales reps in the next steps they must take to reach what is likely to be the best result for the customer.’\textsuperscript{231}

The benefits of having AI incorporated within CRM are the following: data maintenance is improved because technology is better at amalgamating data and processing it simultaneously, which enables companies to gain real-time customer insights about possible buying behavior and predict customer preferences. Moreover, customers can be served more precisely, and the predictive capabilities make possible that customers can be selectively targeted and addressed in an optimal way at every touchpoint in the context of CRM.\textsuperscript{232} Furthermore, AI-driven CRM supports sales reps with findings about customers, intelligent recommendations and predictions in order to make proper decisions and focus on closing deals in a more efficient way. In that regard, predictive lead scoring plays an important role to select leads having a high chance of buying. Another benefit is the aspect of really understanding individual customers due to personalization. Therefore, customers can be better engaged, and companies create lasting relationships with the customers. In addition, companies can boost cross- and upselling opportunities resulting out of highly customized products and services, enabled by predicting customer behavior and recommending best measures. Last but not least, the productivity of sales staff increases because of automatizing routine tasks.\textsuperscript{233}

\textsuperscript{226} Sisense 2020
\textsuperscript{227} Cf. IDG Business Media GmbH n.d., p. 2
\textsuperscript{228} Cf. MIT Technology Review Custom 2017
\textsuperscript{229} Cf. Clear C2 2019
\textsuperscript{230} AI Multiple 2020
\textsuperscript{231} MIT Technology Review Custom 2017
\textsuperscript{232} Cf. Schuh 2018
\textsuperscript{233} Cf. Acharya 2019
The main advantages of using AI-driven CRM comprise a more efficient way of managing customer data, including centralized storage of data derived from a multitude of digital interfaces. In addition, the improved sales strategy arises out of the fact that data is entered automatically and immediately analyzed in a smart way, leading to the creation of precise customer profiles, which even reveal the likelihood of conversion due to predictive models for customer behavior. Generally, all customer interfaces should work seamless, customer-friendly and customized, affecting customer’s experiences and conversion rates positively. As a result, personalization is a major contributor to high customer satisfaction.  

Other benefits deriving from the usage of AI-driven CRM are the following:

- Enable salespeople to decide immediately and action-oriented due to the effective use of customer data
- Boost lead conversion and sales because of predictive lead scoring and customized recommendations
- Gain longtime clients due to improved customer engagement and retention
- Predict customer behavior to leverage upselling and cross-selling and generate value for customers
- Increase productivity of the salesforce resulting from the combination of automatization and AI to assume routine activities

Consequently, ‘CRM vendors have been investing, acquiring, and building capabilities that leverage AI to optimize customer interactions.’

According to Trzupek, AI is able to enhance CRM in the following areas: customer support, recommendations, and lead management. Regarding customer support, ever more often chatbots are used to process customer inquiries and the bot will get smarter due to the following feedback and learns with every interaction. If necessary, the bot will hand over to a responsible employee. With regard to recommendations, prediction models are applied to propose actions to salespeople concerning service inquiries or upselling. Last but not least, AI improves lead management aiming to get more closed deals. More information about AI and lead management is provided in the following paragraphs.

According to Gartner, Artificial Intelligence is used within CRM for lead management as sellers and buyers strive to get to know which AI technologies can be used to simplify the underlying processes. With regard to AI use cases, they are present in more and more areas of use like, inter alia, lead scoring.

‘CRM lead management applications […] score leads automatically on the level of nurturing and engagement as they move through the funnel, then notify the owner of the process step by proactively delivering insights to marketers.’

---
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In this way, a company can track the whole history of a client and the respective experiences made during all interactions with the organization. Therefore, it is able to determine the way 'how a customer was converted from a suspect to a prospect, to a lead, to a customer.' Nevertheless, correct data ingestion and gathering, as well as unified customer profiles are required, which is only possible if a marketing and sales team has a great amount of discipline. If Marketing and Sales collaborate closely with each other, the joint task of managing leads will result very likely in an increase of prospective customers and a boost of the sales conversion rate.

To sum up, the usage of Artificial Intelligence within CRM is an observed trend, which companies can exploit to enhance Customer Experience and customer engagement. The latter is defined as

''the emotional connection between a customer and a brand. Highly engaged customers buy more, promote more, and demonstrate more loyalty. Providing a high-quality customer experience is an important component in your customer engagement strategy.''

In a nutshell, 'AI can play a critical role in providing companies with actionable insights by feeding intelligence into CRM and aims to enhance interactions with customers and enables staff to make well-founded decisions. AI-driven CRM enables staff to work efficiently as it provides the automatization of manual activities, hence, acts as a virtual assistant. It makes possible that lead management is carried out in a better way. In this regard, embedding AI facilitates lead generation from various customer platforms. In addition, 'predictive analytics will help to filter the customers based on their engagement and previous purchases.' Moreover, companies can provide customers with an intelligent self-service solution to improve customer service. On top of that, AI-driven CRM is able to enhance customer segmentation and boost customer engagement due to the generation of personalized experiences and interactions.'
7. Research Methodology

This chapter describes the research methodology of this master thesis, including the applied methodological approach and the research method, as well as the interview guideline and sample and selection requirements for the expert interviews. It also shows how the interviews are realized. Afterwards, the evaluation model and the transcription of the interviews is explained.

7.1 Methodological Approach and Research Method

The methodological approach of this thesis is using a qualitative method, which means that interviews are conducted to acquire a deeper knowledge of the situation within a specific international company headquartered in Vorarlberg. In the empirical part of this thesis, the points of view of experts employed in the international B2B company regarding AI use cases within Sales and CRM, and the improvement of Customer Experience with AI-driven CRM are reviewed via expert interviews. The interviewed experts can be allocated to either Sales or the IT department of the company. Within Sales, general managers and vice presidents from various countries, the Global Sales Operations Manager, the Head of Global Solutions Sales and the Senior Expert for eCommerce will be interviewed. Within the IT department, the following experts will participate in interviews: CIO & CPO, Head of IT Solutions: Sales & Service, IT Project Manager CRM & CX Cloud.

The aim of the in advance realized comprehensive literature overview was to become clear about all aspects of CRM that are relevant in the context of this work so that essential information is known to the author before doing interviews. The knowledge gained in the theoretical part of this thesis serves as a basis for high-quality conversations in the course of the expert interviews carried out by the author. In order to establish a link between theoretical content and practical relevance, guided interviews are conducted as expert interviews. Hereafter, experts are defined as employees within a specific company allocated to Sales or the IT department and having knowledge or responsibility about CRM, Sales and Customer Experience, and driving those topics forward within the organization.

The reasons for applying a qualitative research method are explained hereafter. The intention of obtaining clear statements from interviewees for the collection of data is realized in an economically sensible way with the aid of a guided interview. According to Mayer, the consistent use of the guideline increases the comparability of the data and, on the other hand, the data gains a structure through the questions. This type of qualitative survey brings a great benefit, because the unrestricted nature of the interview makes it possible to act appropriately according to the respective situation. The possibility of gaining knowledge that goes beyond the case under investigation also represents an immense advantage. The choice of the expert interview can be justified by the fact that subject-specific knowledge can be systematically and purposefully questioned and examined with regard to the

250 Cf. Friebertshäuser; Prengel 1997, p. 375
251 Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 37; Flick 1999, p. 114
research topic. The interviewed experts represent a sample because the examination of the population is not feasible. An expert is someone who has clear and accessible knowledge in a limited area. When selecting interviewees, Mayer recommends involving people from different hierarchical levels and areas.\textsuperscript{253} To sum up, with the help of expert interviews, answering the research questions is possible due to the fact that the method allows a clear comparison of the theory and the practical relation.\textsuperscript{254}

7.2 Interview Guideline

When drawing up the interview guideline, it is important to stake out subject areas so that information can be obtained on the research questions. This enables a better focus on the topic to be investigated. However, care should be taken to ask mainly open questions so that the interviewee is not restricted when giving answers. The questions should indicate the direction of the conversation and cover important subject areas.\textsuperscript{255} Within the framework of an expert interview based on a guideline, the questions can be adapted in sequence and style depending on the situation. This partially standardized approach ensures that the interviewee is not limited in his answers and allows a wide range of possible answers, which may facilitate the disclosure of topics that are not yet known.\textsuperscript{256} The interview guideline is set out in appendix 4.

7.3 Sample and Selection Requirements for Expert Interviews

Since it is usually not possible in practice to survey the entire population, the formation of a sample is crucial. However, the qualitative collection of data nevertheless allows a thematic presentation, which in many cases is even intended for an undifferentiated view. The focus of the qualitative survey lies on the significance of the content representation and not on statistical representativeness. Nevertheless, the goal of generalization is not insignificant. Expert interviews aim to gain insights that also extend beyond the case under investigation. The right selection of experts allows that the gained insights can be generalized and also applied in other cases.\textsuperscript{257}

Before the interviews are conducted, certain characteristics are defined which all interviewees should fulfil (see table 1). All interview participants fulfill the specified prerequisites, which were already determined before the interviews were carried out. Mayer calls this sampling before the interviews are conducted.\textsuperscript{258}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{CRM} & As one of the core topics to be researched is Customer Relationship Management, knowledge of CRM is a decisive selection criterion for potential experts. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{253} Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 38-42
\textsuperscript{254} Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 47-48
\textsuperscript{255} Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 44
\textsuperscript{256} Cf. Lamnek 1995, p. 51-52
\textsuperscript{257} Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 38-39
\textsuperscript{258} Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 39
Artificial Intelligence

Another focus topic is AI, which means that selected experts should have at least some basic understanding about it.

Employees of the IT or sales department

Since the thesis focuses on Sales and IT, the experts should be employed in one of the two departments.

Specific international company

All persons interviewed should be employed at the same company, which is internationally oriented and operates internationally. Thus, the situation of a specific company is analyzed.

B2B

As the selected company mainly serves the B2B sector, this characteristic is used as a criterion.

Table 1: Sampling criteria
Source: Own table.

Mayer recommends that employees across all hierarchical levels should participate in the interviews, as well as employees from various departments. The selection of defined experts takes place out of this pool of people.\(^{259}\) Table 2 lists all interviewed experts including the indication of department, job title and an acronym. The allocation of acronyms facilitates that better clarity is guaranteed. The first 1 or 2 letters of the acronyms stand for the departments IT (IT) or Sales (S). After the underscore symbol follows a consecutive numbering which is arranged according to the order of the conducted interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Job title</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>CIO &amp; CPO</td>
<td>IT _1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Head of IT Solutions: Sales &amp; Service</td>
<td>IT _2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>IT Project Manager CRM &amp; CX Cloud</td>
<td>IT _3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>General Manager Segment-2 ANZ</td>
<td>S _1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>General Manager Benelux (Segment-1)</td>
<td>S _2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>VP Sales Segment-1 Switzerland</td>
<td>S _3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>VP Sales Segment-1 CEE</td>
<td>S _4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Senior Expert eCommerce (Segment-1)</td>
<td>S _5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Global Sales Operations Manager (Segment-1)</td>
<td>S _6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>Head of Global Solution Sales (Segment-2)</td>
<td>S _7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Interviewed experts with indication of department, job title and acronym
Source: Own table.

\(^{259}\) Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 41-42
7.4 Realization of Interviews

At the beginning of each interview, the interview procedure will be clarified, and general information will be provided. An anonymization of the interviewee, including the company, is guaranteed. Only the position of the interviewee is stated in this paper. Before the interview begins, permission for a sound recording is requested so that the recording can later be transcribed and analyzed.\(^{260}\) If an interviewee states company-specific information, which could identify the enterprise, that information will be coded. This means that if specific sensitive information is mentioned, these details will not be transparent in the thesis and will not be attributable to specific employees. This includes, for example, location of the headquarter, company names, product names or descriptions that could expose the interviewed experts or the company.\(^{261}\) The following table 3 specifies which kind of data will be coded. The coded information will be written in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company names or operational segments</th>
<th>In the case that company names or operational segments are mentioned, they are coded as follows:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Company</em> <em>Segment</em>-1 or <em>Segment</em>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>These labels refer to the company or operational segments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry, brand or competitor</th>
<th>If the name of an industry, brand or competitor is pronounced during the interview, it is indicated like this:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Industry</em> <em>Brand</em> <em>Competitor</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>If a specific product of the company is mentioned by name, it should be encrypted in the following way:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Product</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Employees                            | In case that employees of the company are named, they are not stated by name. Instead, only the position of this person is disclosed. This procedure is also used for the interviewed experts. |

---

\(^{260}\) Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 46-47
\(^{261}\) Cf. Wintzer 2016, p. 66; Flick 2011, p. 218
If a statement is made regarding the location of the headquarter, the coding should be done in this way:

*Headquarter*

Table 3: List of information which is anonymized by coding
Source: Own table.

7.5 Transcription of Interviews

After the interviews are conducted, the recording is transcribed. Grammatical mistakes are corrected by the author in order to simplify the reading flow. However, the contents of the interviews are not subject to change. This is an important factor in maintaining the truthfulness of the statements and therefore this aspect is given high priority. The focus will be on the content of the statements made by the interview participants. For this reason, neither pauses in speaking nor other gestures are indicated in the interview transcripts.

Because certain facts mentioned in the interviews should only be revealed anonymously, some of the data in the chapter on research results are given in coded form. At the request of the company, the interview transcripts are not available in the appendix.

7.6 Evaluation Method

In order to analyze the transcribed texts, the evaluation method of Mühlfeld is used because it provides an efficient kind of data processing by a multi-level analysis method. The intention behind the critical examination of the interview transcripts is to filter out similarities and differences. This method is practically applicable, solution-oriented and efficient. The focus of the discussion is put on clearly visible, explicit statements. It should be possible to assign the answers of the interview participants to questions from the interview guideline. Only those parts of the interview will be analyzed, that are relevant for this work.\(^\text{262}\)

The evaluation method of Mühlfeld is carried out in 6 steps. The method begins with marking any excerpts which can be identified as directly perceived statements of the interview questions asked. The second step involves the categorization of statements into a classification system. The emphasis here is on obtaining individual statements without regard to the inner logic of the interview. As a third step, after the interview has been structured, an inner logic is established between the individual pieces of information. The spoken content has to be checked with regard to its conclusiveness, so that the attitudes of the interviewees can be assessed with regard to the object of investigation. In step 4, the documentation is done in written form. A detailed description of the research results is provided. The fifth step comprises an analysis, which uses the entire survey content for comparison.\(^\text{263}\)

\(^{262}\) Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 47-49

\(^{263}\) Cf. Mayer 2009, p. 48-50
8. Analysis of an International B2B Company

This chapter deals with the empirical analysis of an international B2B company, which is carried out in addition to the theoretical research. The aim of the practical analysis is to investigate the situation of the company by means of expert interviews with employees who have a thorough knowledge on the topics of CRM and Customer Experience due to their position within the company. First of all, a general overview about the company is provided but without mentioning too specific details in order to guarantee the promised anonymization of the company and the employees. Within this part, the company's IT and sales department are explained too. After that, the research results are presented including the internal logic and the main elements of the interviews.

8.1 Overview about the Company

Because the company and the interviewed experts want to remain anonymous, just little, but really necessary information about the international company headquartered in Vorarlberg is provided. On an international basis, the company had in 2019 between 5000 and 6000 employees and owns today 13 plants. The organization is listed on the Vienna Stock Exchange, ATX. Moreover, the company has 3 core brands.

The organizational set-up of the Group is shown in figure 10. The company consists of 2 operational segments and both have individual global sales divisions. Finance & Controlling, Accounting & Tax, Legal, Quality, Corporate Communications, Strategy and Transformation, Treasury, Corporate Audit and Compliance, Investor Relations, HR and IT fall within the scope of the Corporate Functions.

![Figure 10: Organizational set-up of the company](image)

Source: Own figure based on company-internal information.

---
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8.1.1 International Sales Organization

The group has sales offices worldwide. It is represented in the following continents: Europe, America, Asia, Australia or Oceania, as well as Africa. The sales regions are defined as follows: Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France, Italy, Iberia & Mediterranean, Benelux, Central Eastern Europe, UK and Ireland, Nordics for Segment-1, as well as DACH, France, Italy, Spain, Nordic & UK, ASEAN, Australia, China, Eastern Europe, Middle East & India, Turkey & Israel, USA, South Africa for Segment-2.

The key sales processes of the sales units involve 3 main processes in the following order:

1. Develop opportunities
2. Sell products and services
3. Perform active post sales

Within each of the processes there are sub-processes involved, which can again go at least 1 level deeper.

1. Develop opportunities

The major milestones of the first main process are shown in figure 11. This process involves strategic thinking including prioritization of market opportunities, defining the customer value propositions, pricing & channel strategy, preparation of sales forecasts & budget, as well as the definition of sales goals.

Figure 11: Key sales process – develop opportunities
Source: Lightmap 2020-b.

2. Sell products and services

The second main process involves the elements shown in figure 12. In this process, all activities have to be handled simultaneously. The element ‘Manage Sales Orders’ is essential and includes account management, offer, customer order, invoice, customer claims and returns. At the end of the second process, all goods are delivered in full quality and quantity. ‘Manage Customer Sales’ is also recognized as a major element within this process. This process differs depending on each region. The process of the sales unit Switzerland starts with a lead generation, goes on with arranging an appointment with the customer including a presentation of the concept. After that, pricing is done, and an offer has to be created and checked by stakeholders. After all stakeholders have signed the

---

266 Cf. Lightmap 2020-a
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contract, the customer order is handled, and a maintenance contract is closed. After commissioning, a meeting with stakeholders is scheduled for the hand-over.268

Figure 12: Key sales process – sell products and services
Source: Lightmap 2020-c.

(3) Perform active post sales

The last key sales process is starting when all products are delivered. In case of customer complaints, the customer service team is responsible and creates a product quality report after several evaluation methods. At the very end of the process, the customer should be satisfied269 (see figure 13).

Figure 13: Key sales process – perform active post sales
Source: Lightmap 2020-d.

8.1.2 International IT Department

Over 100 employees work in the IT department and the majority of them are situated in the head office in Vorarlberg. But there are also employees in Germany, France, Spain, UK, Serbia, Australia, and a few Asian countries. Figure 14 illustrates the functional areas of the

268 Cf. Lightmap 2020-c
269 Cf. Lightmap 2020-d
IT department. The CIO & CPO is responsible for managing the IT department and reporting lines run from all functional areas to him. The functional area Sales & Service is for this thesis the most important to have a look at, as some interviewed experts are allocated to this area, which is divided into several parts (Sales Enablement & Service, Sales Fulfillment, Customer Master Data Architecture, Sales Projects & Pricing Models) and led by the interviewed Head of IT Solutions: Sales & Service.

Figure 14: Functional areas of the IT department
Source: Own figure based on company-internal information.

8.2 Research Results

This chapter presents the results of the analysis about the international B2B company. The first part focuses on the subject areas of the individual interviews without establishing a connection between them. The remaining section deals with the analysis of the main elements of all conducted interviews.

8.2.1 Internal Logic of the Interviews

This section demonstrates the steps 3 and 4 of the evaluation method according to Mühlfeld. It aims to present the inner logic of all conducted interviews. Hence, a general overview about the statements of all interviewees can be demonstrated.

8.2.1.1 CIO & CPO

The attitude of the CIO & CPO towards AI is very positive because he confirms that AI leads to a positive technological development. He explains that, amongst others, process automation increases efficiency, IT security is extended by AI, customer requirements can be anticipated and error detection in production can be simplified.

Concerning CRM, he highlights the potential for improvement and says that it makes sense that new CRM systems have to be adopted to increase transparency and planning with the
help of AI. He mentions that CRM systems are mostly used as support for Sales. Hence, the sales department is enabled to give better customer advice. If CRM information is then linked to a website or product finder, shop or service portal, it can also directly support the customer in decision-making or inspire him in a targeted manner. In his opinion, the most important AI use cases to improve Sales and CRM are process automation, sales volume prediction, product/content recommendation and chatbots (customer self-service).

Moreover, he states that personalization is getting more and more important for improving CX. In this regard, AI can play a significant role. According to him, AI-driven CRM improves CX due to the fact that sales staff is able to advise the customer better.

8.2.1.2 Head of IT Solutions: Sales & Service

The Head of IT Solutions: Sales & Service explains that the currently used CRM systems have no AI features integrated and AI does not yet play a role in the company or his area. However, there are no explicit reasons against its use, only this technological step has not yet been taken. In his opinion, AI definitely represents a positive technological development. However, the use cases must fit.

Regarding CRM, the interviewee mentions that the potential of CRM in the company is not fully exploited. The importance is not as high as it should be. He thinks that the following AI use cases improve Sales and CRM the most: process automation, lead prediction and profiling, product/content recommendation, chatbot and digital butler.

Furthermore, he says that the solutions from SAP and Salesforce are good and will definitely improve CX. In his view, AI-driven CRM can improve CX by providing customers with faster response times and due to better understanding and satisfaction of customer needs. The big advantage is the constant availability and the ability to handle even large amounts of data or tasks.

8.2.1.3 IT Project Manager CRM & CX Cloud

The interviewee’s attitude towards the use of AI is generally positive. Depending on the area of application, she sees potential for the use of AI. However, AI does not yet play a role in her area. According to her, AI cannot be used due to the fact that a certain database, which is necessary for the decision making carried out by the algorithm, is not available now. Another reason why AI is not used is because Sales is not driving any AI use cases. She considers the following AI use cases as important: sales volume prediction, lead prediction and profiling, product/content recommendation, customer service automation.

The IT employee says that the importance of CRM is high, especially in her area. Generally, she recognizes potential for improvement, in other words, efficiency increases, and hence targeted customer support. In the past, the reviews of CRM tools showed that AI capabilities were not so easy to use and derive additional value from. The requirements regarding database, process clarity and use case have to be fulfilled before applying AI.

If AI capabilities can actually be used, added value is provided with regard to automatization, improved decision making and better targeted customer interaction. Hence, she is of the opinion that AI-driven CRM can improve CX.
8.2.1.4 General Manager Segment-2 ANZ

His attitude towards the use of AI is very positive because he thinks that worldwide AI development will add efficiency to human life. The General Manager Segment-2 ANZ is of the opinion that core business of human nature is interaction and communication with other humans and emphasizes that tasks like writing emails, searching data or specification should be done by AI.

He rates the importance of CRM as high. Nevertheless, the general manager quickly criticizes that data gathering and entry should not be done manually, as it takes precious time, which he could better spend with customers. He sees potential in AI to take over some parts of the data gathering process. In his opinion, Sales and CRM could benefit the most from AI regarding data gathering and analytical work. He recognizes the potential of all AI use cases mentioned in the AI Business Framework of Gentsch.

With regard to AI, the general manager explains that personal assistants are not used in the office by himself or his colleagues. Even though it is known that all over the world more and more customers communicate even with businesses via personal assistants, he does not identify personal assistants as a support and communication tool regarding ordinary business activities or communicating with customers. The interviewee points out that Artificial Intelligence is not used in Sales or CRM and he doubts that Segment-2 has currently plans to integrate AI into CRM.

The interviewee states that AI would improve CX because of the fact that data can be collected and analyzed more efficiently. Hence, the required information is quicker available. He believes that using AI-driven CRM is able to improve CX.

8.2.1.5 General Manager Benelux (Segment-1)

In his view, Artificial Intelligence will lead to a positive technological development and the company should turn attention to it or it will lose its competitive edge. Today, AI does not play an important role in the company.

According to the general manager, CRM is a crucial element for the organization. As the company is currently only using very limited functions showing simple customer and project details, he emphasizes that the availability of all relevant customer details would be beneficial for the sales staff. Even though salespeople would like to have access to more useful customer data and connected insights, he says that the level of discipline is presently too low regarding keeping data up to date. He mentions, however, this would be a prerequisite to have true data about all relevant customer details.

With regard to CRM, the general manager recognizes that AI would be able to support Sales for improving portfolio profitability and customer mix. In addition, predictive analyses would enable further optimizations, particularly in terms of automated marketing communication. The interviewee lists further application possibilities for AI: creation of Product designs and quotations. The general manager emphasizes that AI should be integrated, besides Sales, to different business areas such as corporate functions like accounting, HR, reporting etc.

Regarding the AI use cases aiming to improve Sales and CRM, he recommends not to focus on chatbots because of the high degree of industry complexity. Instead, he sees great
potential in lead prediction, portfolio margin optimization, predictions, marketing communication, and automated customer service (to a certain degree).

The interviewed manager thinks that AI-driven CRM can improve CX. In order to make a difference in the knowledge-intensive business in which the organization operates, AI would enable the company to boost CX.

8.2.1.6 VP Sales Segment-1 Switzerland
The attitude the manager shows towards AI is thoroughly positive as he affirms that AI leads to a positive technological development. He further explains that it is important for people holding a position as a managing director to understand how such technologies can be used. The vice president says that having an open mindset and expanding your horizons every day are indispensable skills. It is essential to keep track of the progress made in the area of AI and verify when it makes sense to apply it.

CRM plays a very important role for him, as it constitutes the interface for customers and projects. He also sees potential for improvement in how CRM can be better applied and leveraged in the company. The VP Sales Segment-1 Switzerland mentions that the currently used CRM systems do not have any AI features integrated. It is a database which is maintained manually.

According to the interviewee, AI does not play a role for the company now. In fact, only a few ideas exist like, inter alia, personalized marketing campaigns which are sent to customers from various segments. As a result, AI is not used in Sales or CRM. But he sees high potential in the linking of data, automated evaluations and lead generation for acquisition and cross-selling, while at the same time defined content is proposed for the leads.

The role AI plays in improving CX is rated as very important as customers have ever greater expectations which can be satisfied better with the usage of AI. One only has to think of customization, real-time service or customer self-service.

8.2.1.7 VP Sales Segment-1 CEE
The VP Sales Segment-1 CEE sees AI as an essential driver for further developments. He highlights that AI is not used within the company and it is more often used in the B2C area. The interviewee sees the greatest potential in the AI use cases process automatization, media planning and product/content recommendation.

According to him, CRM has a high value for the management level but no acceptance by sales colleagues. AI-driven CRM is able to improve CX through a better and more targeted approach to customers.

8.2.1.8 Senior Expert eCommerce (Segment-1)
The attitude of the Senior Expert eCommerce towards the usage of AI is incredibly positive. In the decision making of a large number of processes, they currently still rely heavily on gut decisions, although they already massively aggregate data and could therefore also make data-driven decisions using AI.
CRM is a central component within the company, but unfortunately not centralized in use. There have to be plans to use AI-driven CRM in the future, as the leading CRM vendors have AI features in their products. According to the expert, the potential of AI solutions in the area of decision support, forecasting, etc. has already been recognized, but no real AI features that go beyond more than if/else logic have yet been implemented in existing CRM systems. The interviewee says that in the context of the decision making process for a new CRM solution, the possibility to use AI features out-of-the-box plays a role, because they do not want to and cannot reinvent the wheel, but especially in the first step they want to realize quick wins through AI in areas like forecasting and cross-/upselling. He identifies sales volume prediction, pricing and process automation as the use cases with enormous impact.

With regard to the solutions of SAP and Salesforce, he mentions that he has too little experience to evaluate them realistically. From the list of features, however, he thinks that the focus is too much on efficiency realization in Sales and too little on truly customer-centric service impact; the keyword here is self-service.

He believes that AI plays a big role in improving CX, as diversified customer groups can be served individually. In any case, AI-driven CRM can improve CX because when customers and Sales use the same platform to drive business processes, synergies are created.

### 8.2.1.9 Global Sales Operations Manager (Segment-1)

The interviewee believes that AI leads to a positive technological development. Therefore, his attitude towards the use of AI can be regarded as very positive. Even though AI does not play a role in his area, he identifies areas in which AI will most likely play a stronger role, like customer analysis in the form of purchasing behavior.

Regarding the usage of AI for Sales or CRM, he justifies the non-usage on grounds of costs and the probably lower relevance in the project business compared to commodity products. CRM plays an important role as it connects the company with its customers. The manager is not able to assess the presented AI use cases from the AI Business Framework of Gentsch.

With relation to the CRM solutions from SAP and Salesforce, he sees that both providers have generally included good aspects from Sales. According to him, it remains questionable to what extent the key capabilities can be used to their fullest extent in companies. Some aspects will certainly be used in daily work with different weightings. However, he believes that ultimately all of them are suitable for improving CX.

The manager says that AI is able to improve CX, as a lot of customer data is analyzed and used to improve the shopping experience. AI-driven CRM is able to improve CX if it is able to analyze and structure large data volumes and derive recommendations for actions.

### 8.2.1.10 Head of Global Solution Sales (Segment-2)

The interviewee's attitude towards Artificial Intelligence is positive if it is used correctly. He believes that AI systems can support people well in repetitive cognitive activities. In his opinion, AI currently plays a minor role in the company. As far as he knows, the following reasons are conceivable why AI is not used. The first reason is that there are too less
resources or time in order to deal with the topic more intensively, explore how AI can support existing processes and identify the benefits or competitive advantages. In addition, no action is taken because of the existing processes and systems keeping them from doing something new. The fact that little knowledge is available also causes fear of contact with the topic.

When it comes to CRM, he says it is very important because CRM is used for sales prediction and to capture business opportunities, and is a cornerstone for sales planning. According to him, evaluations of opportunities and leads (lead prediction and profiling), sales volume prediction, process automation and business evaluation have the highest likelihood to improve Sales and CRM. He also mentions that he has no experience about the CRM solutions from SAP and Salesforce.

Regarding the role of AI improving CX, the interviewee explains that it plays often a minor role because of the fact that it is frequently used poorly or in a disconnected manner. When interacting with customers, they will notice that they are sometimes guided by a not so intelligent AI. Nevertheless, this is not to say that there is no potential for AI to improve CX. The experiences from the B2C area will gradually migrate into the B2B area. He affirms that AI-driven CRM can improve CX due to the fact that it is able to detect repetitive processes and automatize them. Deviations should be detected quickly, and the system should adapt.

8.2.2 Main Elements of the Interviews

8.2.2.1 Importance of CRM

The first main element with which the experts were confronted in the course of the interviews is the importance of CRM within the company or the respective area. This topic cannot be used directly for the clarification of the scientific questions. It is intended to facilitate the beginning of the interviews and to introduce the subject area. Nevertheless, this partial aspect will be evaluated, as the views of the experts reveal how important CRM in general is for the organization.

The general importance of CRM was rated as very high by almost all respondents. Many interviewees mentioned that the company does not give CRM the importance it deserves. However, the General Manager Segment-2 ANZ mentions that the day-to-day task of data gathering and entering is tiresome routine work. The General Manager Benelux (Segment-1) criticizes the lack of discipline in Sales regarding keeping data up to date or the fact that currently only limited functions are applied. But he mentions examples of full customer details, which should be tracked in addition to the basic functions. Hence, the current CRM has potential for improvement, which is also stated by the VP Sales Segment-1 Switzerland. The IT experts see also potential for improvement regarding the way of dealing with CRM.

IT_1: 360-degree knowledge of customers and markets is essential for successful sales work. Company lives from strong and intensive customer relations. CRM is lived. However, the use of CRM systems has upward potential.

IT_2: The potential of CRM is not fully exploited in my company. Unfortunately, the importance is not as high as it should be.
IT_3: Basically, I assess the importance of CRM quite high, since CRM supports the sales processes from an IT perspective. In the ideal case, it enables continuous and effective processes and allows the sales staff to carry out their activities in a more targeted manner and the management to make their decisions in a data-driven manner. In our area it is of great importance, as we deal strategically and operationally with CRM and service tools.

S_1: CRM processed data is important, however the data gathering process sometimes takes focus away from the core role of an area sales manager, that is to visit and talk to customers and find out their needs. Data entry has some mundane process, if AI could help to assist data gathering process within CRM, it would be fantastic.

S_2: Crucial. You need to have a track and trace system of your customers. Today we only use limited elements like customer details (simple DB function) and track individual projects linked to those accounts and their progress. We should extend to real full customer details including payment details, profitability per account (taking into account that a lot of customers have subsidiaries in different legal entities, which does not always make full key account overviews easy to set-up), product portfolio mix per account, automated marketing communication tools, etc. However, this does require also strict discipline from Sales/ back office to keep data up-to-date, which is a level of discipline we are not having today.

S_3: CRM plays a very important role. It is the interface for customers and projects. However, I believe that we still have a lot of potential to make even better use of such a tool.

S_4: CRM has a high value for the management level but no acceptance by sales colleagues.

S_5: CRM is a central component of the sales approach and ranges from lead management to classic customer care, which means, for example, submitting quotations, to reporting or forecasting the order situation. Unfortunately, however, CRM is not used centrally in our company, but rather as a diversified network of software solutions and processes.

S_6: CRM is the bridge between companies and customers. Therefore, CRM has a high value.

S_7: Theoretically, CRM has a high priority. It is used to record business opportunities, sales predictions and forms a cornerstone for sales planning.

8.2.2.2 Role of AI
This section illustrates the role AI plays in the company or in the respective area. In summary, it can be concluded that AI does not play a role today, but the interviewees see a number of various possibilities to take advantage of. Today, only a rudimentary product recommendation engine is used in the eCommerce area.

Generally, most of the interviewees mention some ideas how AI could generate benefits for the company or various business opportunities, emphasizing the future importance of AI. The General Manager Benelux (Segment-1) explains that AI could influence CRM positively by supporting the sales team to recognize patterns within Sales in order to optimize the product portfolio regarding profitability and customer mix. But the company could also act more predictive, which would very likely result in an improved customer intimacy concerning
the marketing communication. The VP Sales Segment-1 Switzerland also mentioned that AI is able to enhance marketing campaigns. The CIO & CPO states that the ability of taking fact-based decisions is becoming more and more popular and explains the need for applying AI.

**IT_1:** Fact-based decisions are becoming increasingly important. Transparency is playing a more and more important role in corporate management, as well as pattern recognition in, for example, customer behavior and for planning. AI is becoming increasingly important for this purpose.

**IT_2:** AI currently plays no role in the company.

**IT_3:** Currently, AI does not play a major role in our area.

**S_1:** AI as I know would be something like Google Home or Siri, which have not been used extensively in Segment-2 Australia, nor by my team members for work related process. Yes, AI in the above form, would assist us doing speed dial or texting someone while driving, but not in the way of assisting our process, of communicating with customer (i.e. email, stock check, looking for specification to send to customer, etc.).

**S_2:** As far as I know not much today. But in the CRM context it could certainly play a role in helping us to see patterns in our sales to allow better optimizations towards portfolio profitability and customer mix and be more predictive. This would also allow much better customer intimacy in our automated marketing communication. We could and should also extend the use of AI in the creation of our Product designs and quotations. I am sure that if we set up as first in the industry an intelligent AI Product design system (like uploading all existing Product designs to create a self-learning system) we could lead the industry again, like Company did in the early days of Product.

**S_3:** AI doesn't matter to us yet. We have also not yet given specific thought to this topic. But some ideas are there. For example, how to better use marketing campaigns instead of sending a few campaigns to all customers, you could send many automatically generated campaigns to many small and specified customer segments. Among others, AI could make an important contribution to this.

**S_4:** Unfortunately, not yet a significant role.

**S_5:** AI actually plays almost no role in the status quo. For a recommendation engine in our customer-facing online portal, we use a rudimentary AI solution that makes suggestions for suitable products based on the order history of customer segments. But that is already the end of the story.

**S_6:** AI still plays a small role in the company. From a sales perspective, however, there are a number of areas where AI could play a more important role in the future. For example, customer analysis in the form of purchasing behavior, etc.

**S_7:** In my estimation, AI currently plays a minor role.

8.2.2.3 **Usage of AI in Sales or CRM**
The answers of all interviewees regarding the usage of AI in Sales or CRM reveal that AI is currently not used in Sales or CRM. Some interviewees mention reasons why AI is not used.
The company does not have the necessary database or resources (employees, time) and, in addition, lack of action and knowledge prevails.

**IT_1:** AI is not yet used intensively. New CRM systems and marketing systems should increase transparency and planning by means of AI.

**IT_2:** AI is currently not used. There are no explicit reasons against its use, only this technological step has not yet been taken.

**IT_3:** At the moment AI is not really used. In order to use AI or machine learning capabilities in a meaningful way, a certain database is necessary, on which the algorithm makes decisions. In my opinion, this database is currently not available in the sales area. There is no concrete use case for AI in Sales, which is driven by the business side. Therefore, I think there are no plans for implementation. But a feature in the eCommerce area is used, which suggests products to customers.

**S_1:** As far as I know I've not seen AI being used in Sales or CRM yet. And to be honest, I'm not sure if there's any plan by Segment-2 to implement AI into CRM.

**S_2:** As far as I know not today, but we should embrace this in all different areas. Beside us in the sales area, I am sure AI can be beneficial in our factories, and in supporting functions like, inter alia, accounting, HR, reporting.

**S_3:** No, AI is not used. We haven't dealt with it yet.

**S_4:** In general, AI is still little used in B2B business, but more often in B2C. In our company there are no concrete plans yet.

**S_5:** As mentioned at the beginning, there is currently little or no usage based on the existing software architecture. There are naturally plans to use AI-driven CRM solutions in the future. If only because of the fact that CRM providers are already placing AI features as USPs of their products today.

**S_6:** No. Probably for cost reasons. The relevance in the so-called spec-business/project business is probably less than for commodity products.

**S_7:** To my knowledge, there are reasons why AI is not used. Firstly, there are too few resources or time to deal with the topic more intensively to find out how AI can support existing processes and which benefits and competitive advantages can be generated. Secondly, inertia of the daily routine of a well-rehearsed system or process. Why change something? All in all, everything runs smoothly. Thirdly, fear of contact, ignorance, etc.

8.2.2.4 AI Use Cases Improving Sales and CRM
The following section is of utmost importance for the clarification of the first research question. It is intended to clarify which AI use cases can improve Sales and CRM. The interviewees were asked about their opinions on the AI use cases which could improve Sales and CRM the most. The participants were shown the picture of the AI Business Framework of Gentsch, which also states the AI use cases of this model. In addition, the question was asked if there are other AI uses cases which would improve Sales or CRM. Within the summary of the research results in chapter 9, all AI use cases improving Sales and CRM which were selected by the interviewees are listed in figure 15.
IT_1: We plan RPA in order processing, intelligent sales planning, AI-supported product finder with solution proposals and AI-supported customer self-services (chatbots).

IT_2: In my opinion, the following: process automation, lead prediction and profiling, product/ content recommendation, chatbot and digital butler.

IT_3: For Sales: improved and more accurate sales forecast, identification of promising leads (predictive scoring) or automated customer classification. For Commerce: improved product recommendations in the eCommerce area. For Service: customer service automation (e.g. automatic classification of incoming emails). For the website: specific content depending on the target group.

S_1: In my opinion, AI could be most useful in the data gathering and analytical process. Human side would direct AI to gather some data and get sensible understanding of the situation based on analytical data. For example, from Sales side, I would like to see how a particular customer spending has gone down, which article numbers are heavily affected, whether that's because new product replacement had been introduced, or was it because customer has moved on to another competitor. From the layers above, I would like AI to be involved in all those layers. If that means also link to market news, video, etc.

S_2: As Industry is quite complex in the projects we deliver, I would not prioritize on chatbots. But lead prediction, portfolio margin optimization, predictions, automated customer service to a certain extent, certainly marketing communication.

S_3: I see great potential in the linking of data, automated evaluations and lead generation for acquisition and cross-selling, while at the same time proposing specified content for the leads.

S_4: In my opinion, process automatization, media planning and product/ content recommendation will improve Sales and CRM the most.

S_5: For us, use cases with enormous impact would be, for example, sales volume prediction and pricing & process automation. Important in the realization of use cases for us will be the platform idea in data layers and technologies to link the amount of data and solutions and to ensure an efficient implementation of the use cases.

S_6: Unfortunately, I cannot say anything about this, as I do not know enough about it.

S_7: For example, when evaluating opportunities, leads, sales volume prediction, process automation or business evaluation.

8.2.2.5 Role of AI in Improving CX
The interviewees were asked about the role AI plays in improving Customer Experience. Almost all salespeople are in agreement that AI has an important role in improving CX. The IT experts attach great importance to the possibilities AI offers for improving CX. AI facilitates a more efficient way of gathering and analyzing data and makes possible to deliver an outstanding performance. Personalization plays a major role here.

IT_1: Customers are becoming more and more spoiled and expect to see a solution and service portfolio tailored to their exact needs in a simple and quick way. Personalization is becoming increasingly important. In this respect, AI can play a significant role.
IT_2: The big advantage is the 24x7 availability and the ability to handle even large data or task volumes.

IT_3: This is difficult to assess at this stage. In principle, there is potential for improvement, for example by increasing efficiency and thus providing more targeted support to customers.

S_1: AI would improve CX through the more efficient data gathering and analysis. At the moment, to get some reasonable data, we need to input our own information, have analytical data, and get useful meaning afterward. AI could help to shorten some of those steps.

S_2: Our audience are B2B stakeholders with high level of knowledge. So, we already need to have advanced level of CX via AI to make a difference. Starting point would certainly be tools surrounding our current expert people towards customers.

S_3: AI plays a very important role in improving the CX because the customer’s expectations can be met even better and future-oriented. Keywords are: personalization, real-time customer service and convenient customer self-service.

S_4: It plays a role if the customer is more often in contact with the company through AI.

S_5: AI definitely plays a big role in improving the CX. We already serve completely diversified customer groups online, but they are currently offered the same services, data and media. We have neither the technical infrastructure nor the manpower to drive segmented content and pricing, and we hope that AI solutions will drastically improve CX by tailoring the digital suite to the customer’s specific needs.

S_6: AI supports the structuring of large amounts of data. If a lot of customer data is available, this can be used in the sense of a ‘shopping experience’.

S_7: In my opinion, AI still plays a subordinate role, as it is often badly used or solved. The customer quickly notices that he is being led by a sometimes not so intelligent AI. But this does not mean that there is no potential for AI to improve CX. I think that, derived from the experiences in B2C from Alexa, Siri, etc., it will then gradually migrate into the B2B area.

8.2.2.6 AI-driven CRM improving CX

The following section is of particular importance for clarifying the second research question. It checks whether AI-driven CRM improves Customer Experience or not. The question if AI-driven CRM can improve CX was answered with a yes by all interviewees.

IT_1: Yes, the more and better information the sales employee has available, the better he can advise the customer. Thus, AI-driven CRM can indirectly have a positive influence on CX.

IT_2: Yes, through faster response times and better recognition and satisfaction of customer needs.

IT_3: Yes, if the AI capabilities can be used, it can provide added value. First, automation: employee has more time for targeted customer contact. Second, improved decision making: easier identification about what is relevant. Third, more targeted customer communication: what is relevant to customers.
S_1: Yes, I believe AI-driven CRM solutions could improve CX as I explained previously. The shown diagram does provide solution to my existing problems that we’re facing today.

S_2: Yes, like I explained before.

S_3: Yes, AI-driven CRM can improve the CX. The customer can be served much more individually, and you can recognize ‘patterns’ of the customer and use them.

S_4: Yes, AI-driven CRM can improve CX through better and more targeted addressing.

S_5: AI-driven CRM can definitely improve the CX. When customers and Sales use the same platform to drive business processes, synergies are created. So also in the area of AI.

S_6: Yes, if the AI-driven CRM tool can analyze and structure large volumes of data and provide recommendations for action.

S_7: I think so, for example if the AI routine can detect repetitive processes and then automate them. In my opinion, however, it is important that the system continuously and quickly detects and reacts to deviations from the routine, i.e. adapts to me. As an example: it bothers me if, months after using a travel app, I keep getting suggestions for a destination I booked 12 months ago.
9. Conclusion

This master thesis concludes with a summary of the research results and the answering of the research questions. In addition, derived recommendations are presented before this thesis concludes with an outlook.

9.1 Summary of Research Results

The aim of this subchapter is to provide a summary of the research results and evidence-based interpretations of the findings.

In summary, it can be said that the experts involved in the research assess the importance of CRM as high. However, the potential of CRM in the company is not fully recognized and utilized. Sales employees find it difficult to maintain and keep data up to date, as they prefer to spend more time with the customer. According to the IT experts, the CRM requirements regarding updated database, process clarity and defined use cases have to be fulfilled before applying AI.

With regard to the role of AI in the company or in the sales and IT department, it has been noticed that AI does not yet play a role. However, some participants have already mentioned ideas how the use of AI could bring advantages for the company. According to most of the interviewees, AI will certainly play a greater role in the future. It can be stated that all respondents have a positive attitude towards a targeted usage of AI.

The answers of all interviewees regarding the usage of AI in Sales or CRM reveal that AI is currently not used in Sales or CRM. Some interviewees mention reasons why AI is not used. The company does not have the necessary and updated database or resources (employees, time) and, in addition, lack of action and knowledge prevails.

The interviewees mentioned use cases that will improve Sales and CRM, which are then, if possible, assigned to the AI use cases defined by Gentsch. Figure 15 shows which AI use cases improve Sales and CRM the most according to the interviewees. All in all, product/content recommendation and process automation received the most votes (6 for each). Lead prediction and profiling as well as sales volume prediction follow with 5 votes for each. The AI use cases automated customer service and chatbots and digital butler received each 3 votes. In total, the results show that the following AI use cases are considered as less important: media planning, pricing (2 for each), customer insights, content creation, fake and fraud detection, and conversational commerce (1 for each).

All 3 interviewed IT experts voted for product/content recommendation. Hence, this AI use case is identified as the most relevant one from IT side. Chatbots and digital butler, process automation, lead prediction and profiling, as well as sales volume prediction were selected by the IT experts with 2 votes for each use case.

If only Sales is considered, process automation received the most votes, namely 4. 3 votes from Sales per use case received product/content recommendation, lead prediction and profiling, and sales volume prediction.
Figure 15: AI use cases improving Sales and CRM (selected by the interviewees)
Source: Own figure.

Furthermore, almost all salespeople take the view that AI plays a big role in improving CX. The IT employees also see the potential and benefits of AI in terms of improving CX. The question if AI-driven CRM can improve CX was answered with a yes by all interviewees. The question of how AI-driven CRM improves CX is answered as follows.

The IT employees say that CX improves through faster response times and better recognition and satisfaction of customer needs. On top, as AI facilitates automation, employees have more time for targeted customer contact. Additionally, improved decision making enables to better identify what is relevant. Moreover, targeted customer communication reveals relevant topics for customers.

The statements from Sales are the following: AI improves CX through more efficient data gathering and analysis. Another interviewee mentions that the AI-driven CRM tool will improve CX by analyzing and structuring large volumes of data and providing recommendations for action. A further response was that the customer can be served much more individually, and the company can recognize patterns of the customer and use this information. Additionally, better and more targeted addressing of customers is possible. On top of that, AI-driven CRM is able to improve CX if it detects repetitive processes intelligently and automates them. According to another interviewee, synergies are created when customers and Sales use the same platform to drive business processes.

9.2 Answering the Research Questions

The two research questions are answered in the following sections.
9.2.1 In which AI use cases can Sales and CRM be improved?


The interviewed experts working for the international B2B company mentioned various situations in which AI could improve Sales or CRM. According to the salespeople, the data gathering and analytical process can benefit from AI because of getting deeper insights about customers and especially making the causes of declined customer spending transparent. In addition, marketing communication, lead prediction or general predictions, portfolio margin optimization or also, to some extent, automated customer service, are additional AI use cases which bring improvements. One sales manager mentioned that he believes data linkage, automatic evaluations and lead generation for acquisition and cross-selling bring major potential. On top of that, getting content recommendations tailored for the individual leads can improve sales. Another sales manager said that process automatization, media planning and product/content recommendation will improve Sales and CRM the most. The Senior Expert eCommerce recommended sales volume prediction and pricing & process automation as the most valuable use cases. Another interviewee from Sales thinks that improvements can be achieved by evaluating opportunities and leads, as well as with sales volume prediction and process automation or business evaluation. The CIO & CPO mentions that the company plans to introduce RPA in order processing, intelligent sales planning, AI-supported product finder with solution proposals and AI-supported customer self-services. According to the second interviewed IT employee, the use cases process automation, lead prediction and profiling, product/content recommendation, as well as chatbot and digital butler have the biggest potential for improvement. The third one mentioned a better sales forecast, predictive scoring, automated customer classification, improved product recommendations, customer service automation and specific content depending on the target group.

According to the interview results, the AI use cases which are identified as most valuable are product/content recommendation and process automation (6 votes for each use case), as well as lead prediction and profiling, and sales volume prediction (5 votes for each use case).

In a nutshell, various AI use cases having the potential to improve Sales and CRM are identified. The AI Business Framework of Gentsch incorporates standard AI use cases from which every organization can chose individually on which use cases each company wants to focus on.

On the basis of the results obtained from the literature and the study carried out, it must be noted that not every use case represents the same value for every company. Therefore, the selection and definition of the use cases offering the highest potential for improvement is carried out individually in each company due to company-specific prioritizations.
The following statement from Gartner presents a research highlight which is the overall result for this research question: 'To realize business value, you must deploy AI technologies to deliver specific, measurable business outcomes for targeted use cases.'

9.2.2 How can Customer Experience be improved with AI-driven CRM?

According to theory, a consistent CX requires that the CRM system is interconnected with neighboring systems. Hence, CRM should not be an isolated solution. Employees responsible for CX need to have knowledge about AI and realize the associated technology demands, processes, advantages and application boundaries. AI is able to improve CX by helping to understand customers and their needs more thoroughly in order to serve them better. AI plays a decisive role in the personalization of customer relationships. Even the customer dialogue can be largely automated by the application of AI. According to Gartner, the creation of personalized customer experiences is key to improve CX. Companies should consider the Voice of The Customer and enhance CX with an iterative approach.

Personalization aims to serve individual customer needs more effectively and efficiently. Moreover, it enables faster and high-quality interactions with customers, and consequently it increases customer satisfaction and the probability of repeated contacts and deals. Consequently, personalization is identified as a key factor for improvement of CX. AI plays a decisive role here.

The question of how AI-driven CRM can improve CX is clarified by the respondents. The opinions of the 3 IT interviewees and the 7 Sales interviewees are summarized below.

The 3 opinions of the IT interviewees are summarized subsequently:

**IT_1**: Yes, the more and better information the sales employee has available, the better he can advise the customer. Thus, AI-driven CRM can indirectly have a positive influence on CX.

**IT_2**: AI-driven CRM can improve CX by providing faster response times and due to better understanding and satisfaction of customer needs. The big advantage is the constant availability and the ability to handle even large amounts of data or tasks.

**IT_3**: If AI capabilities can actually be used, added value is provided with regard to automatization, improved decision making and better targeted customer interaction. Hence, AI-driven CRM can improve CX.

The 7 opinions of the Sales interviewees are summarized below:

**S_1**: The usage of AI would improve CX because of the fact that data can be collected and analyzed more efficiently. Hence, the required information is quicker available.
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S_2: In order to make a difference in the knowledge-intensive business in which the company operates, AI-driven CRM would enable the company to boost CX. Hence, CX is improved due to the fact that relevant (customer) information is known by employees.

S_3: AI-driven CRM can improve CX. The customer can be served much more individually, and you can recognize ‘patterns’ of the customer and use them.

S_4: AI-driven CRM can improve CX through better and more targeted addressing.

S_5: In any case, AI-driven CRM can improve CX because when customers and Sales use the same platform to drive business processes, synergies are created.

S_6: Yes, if the AI-driven CRM tool can analyze and structure large volumes of data and provide recommendations for action.

S_7: AI-driven CRM can improve CX due to the fact that it is able to detect repetitive processes and automize them. Deviations should be detected quickly, and the system should adapt.

To sum up, various factors enabling an improvement of CX are identified. The aim of meeting the varying expectations of customers can be supported by the ability to better understand the individual needs of the customers and satisfy them. Generally, customers expect fast response times and that relevant information about the respective customer, with which an employee deals with, is known to the employee while communicating with the customer. AI-driven CRM is able to meet all of these expectations, as the customer can be served more individually due to targeted addressing and personalization. AI-driven CRM supports increased automatization, improved decision-making and better targeted customer interaction. The advantage of AI-driven CRM is the more efficient way of collecting and analyzing data. Due to the usage of AI, large data volumes can be analyzed and structured. Even recommendations for action can be derived and provided to employees. Because the application of AI enables the automation of some processes, employees have more time to deal with complicated customer requests calling for individual customer care.

9.3 Recommendations

This part highlights key recommendations derived from the research results and integrates recommendations from Gartner. Of course, organizations can use information from other research and advisory companies, but especially Gartner provides valuable frameworks and reference guides.

My personal recommendations for the investigated B2B company are summarized below.

The conducted interviews show that AI does not yet play a role within the company, hence, employees with AI skills are not available. Without an interdisciplinary team of AI experts or IT specialists and the business side (Marketing, Sales or Service), the company will find it difficult to identify AI use cases that create real value for each business area. Therefore, I first recommend building a project task force which focuses on AI capabilities and
business processes and works together with key people from Sales to improve the level of knowledge, define an AI strategy with relevant stakeholders and identify AI use cases for Sales to start with a pilot project. The Harvard Business Manager supports this recommendation. It should be noted that AI projects succeed best when cross-functional teams ensure interdisciplinary cooperation.\textsuperscript{275}

As CRM vendors already provide AI features, it is the easiest way to use a pre-built and pre-trained AI-driven CRM system. Figure 16 shows major challenges companies face when starting to adopt AI. In my opinion, the company should be aware of the challenges before any AI initiatives are being started. In such cases, Gartner recommends to ‘first focus on use cases that have already been proven by other organizations to deliver business value’\textsuperscript{276} in order to cope with the task of selecting use cases. Gartner provides direction with their approach of selecting, prioritizing and ranking AI use cases (see appendix 5).

![Top Three Challenges in the Use of AI](image)

Base: n = 83 Gartner Research Circle members; showing top three challenges only.
Q09. What are the top three challenges to the adoption of artificial intelligence within your organization?
ID: 333850

Figure 16: AI challenges
Source: Davis 2018.

Because continuous data integration and maintenance is key to guarantee data quality, the sales force has to remain disciplined towards data management in order to keep the data up to date. Consequently, an AI-driven CRM is only as good as the underlying data is. This means that lots of data must be constantly reviewed and updated in order to achieve

\textsuperscript{275} Cf. Fountaine; McCarthy; Saleh 2019, p. 73-74
\textsuperscript{276} Davis 2018
a high level of predictive accuracy. Gartner agrees with this approach, as ensuring data quality is recommended when companies start with integrating AI into CRM.\textsuperscript{277}

The Harvard Business Manager highlights that an adoption of a new technology only works if companies invest as much in employee acceptance as in the technology.\textsuperscript{278} The author of this thesis supports this recommendation and therefore emphasizes the importance of implementing a change management program including communication and continuing training. Gartner confirms these statements and adds that sales analytics and training have to be considered too when starting with CRM Sales technologies enhanced by AI.\textsuperscript{279}

Gartner proposes the following generally accepted recommendations to improve Customer Experience and make meaningful use of AI use cases:

- Enhancing Employee Experience:
  Because of the fact that Employee Experience affects CX, it is essential for the organization to ‘empower employees by providing easy-to-use, powerful technologies’.\textsuperscript{280}

- Using AI correctly to create an in-depth understanding of customers:
  Companies have to make sure that AI projects are economically viable and business-relevant by matching them with CX projects.\textsuperscript{281} It is essentially important to ‘prioritize use cases by focusing on areas of high friction — where high-volume, high-value and customer pain points intersect.’\textsuperscript{282}

- Finding and defining use cases and reviewing AI tools:
  The Top 4 of the most prioritized topics of CX projects covering AI use cases are CX Measurement (KPI’s), VOC, Speed to Market and Personalization\textsuperscript{283} (see appendix 6). As already mentioned, Gartner provides an approach on how to select, prioritize and rank AI use cases.

- Considering the approach of The 8 Building Blocks of CRM:
  This promising concept for implementing CRM provides best practices and therefore reduces the risk of possible pitfalls.\textsuperscript{284}

- Applying the Gartner CRM Maturity Model (see appendix 7) to measure progress over time:
  ‘The framework is designed to help organizations achieve success in their CRM programs and to make progress with an enterprise-level approach driven by CX.’\textsuperscript{285}

\textsuperscript{277} Cf. Skowron 2018, p. 7, 26
\textsuperscript{278} Cf. Fountaine; McCarthy; Saleh 2019, p. 75-77
\textsuperscript{279} Cf. Travis et al. 2019
\textsuperscript{280} Phifer 2019
\textsuperscript{281} Cf. Norrie; Davis 2020
\textsuperscript{282} Norrie; Davis 2020
\textsuperscript{283} Cf. Norrie; Davis 2020
\textsuperscript{284} Cf. LeBlanc; Thompson; Agarwal 2020
\textsuperscript{285} LeBlanc; Thompson; Agarwal 2020
9.4 Outlook

In recent years, Artificial Intelligence has provided an immense development boost in various business areas. AI increasingly focuses on administrative, planning and dispositive processes in Marketing, Sales and the management area to achieve the goal of a holistic algorithmic enterprise.\textsuperscript{286} For this reason, employees of modern companies will have to learn how to work with smart technologies. The potential for sustainable improvement and transformation in Marketing, Sales and Service is already undisputed today and will continue to develop.\textsuperscript{287}

With regard to the positive effects AI has on CRM, it is expected that AI will accelerate business growth within this area. The combination of AI and CRM leads to improved sales and sustainable company performance.\textsuperscript{288}

As an outlook, it is predicted that by 2024, over 95% of customer interactions will be carried out by AI. Because customers seek for such experiences and customized interactions, organizations should integrate AI to offer intelligent, embedded and comfortable interaction possibilities in order to create outstanding experiences for customers.\textsuperscript{289}

\textit{The combinatorial effect of AI, cloud, sophisticated analytics and other technologies is already starting to change how work is done by humans and computers, and how organizations interact with consumers in startling ways.}\textsuperscript{290}

This research area can be further explored with regard to the performance measurement of AI-driven CRM and the selection of relevant KPI’s from the CRM system for Marketing, Sales or Service. In addition, CX metrics and KPI’s could be identified and included. According to a study, the evaluation of relevant KPI’s from CRM is considered as very important or important by 74% of all respondents.\textsuperscript{291} Another topic for further investigation would be how companies can select, prioritize and rank AI use cases in order to focus on the most relevant ones. Appendix 5 shows such an approach of Gartner, which could be further analyzed. This guideline would help companies with limited AI knowledge to start with the first considerations about AI use cases and their implications. In addition, the possible downsides of the usage of AI within the context of CRM could be investigated.

\textsuperscript{286} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. 1
\textsuperscript{287} Cf. Gentsch 2018, p. V
\textsuperscript{288} Cf. Quytech 2020
\textsuperscript{289} Cf. Fotedar 2020
\textsuperscript{290} Accenture 2016
\textsuperscript{291} Cf. IDG Business Media GmbH n.d., p. 4
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Appendix 1: Customer Experience

Source: Stadelmann; Pufahl; Laux 2020, p. 154.
Appendix 2: CRM components

Source: Süphan 2015, p. 151.
Appendix 3: Key capabilities or main features of Sales Cloud Einstein and SAP Sales Cloud

Source: Own figure based on SAP America n.d.-e; Salesforce.com 2020-t.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Key capability</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales Cloud Einstein</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lead &amp; Opportunity Scoring</td>
<td>Set priorities depending on the deals and achieve more ( \rightarrow ) get a better and quicker lead conversion and concentrate on the best deals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunity &amp; Account Insights</td>
<td>Gain opportunities and de-risk forecasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forecasting</td>
<td>Get a more accurate forecast and create greater business predictability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activity Capture &amp; Automated Contacts</td>
<td>Automatize data input and enhance sales rep’s time to sell products and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inbox</td>
<td>Connect email, calendar, and Salesforce to be informed about all relevant events (e.g. purchase transactions,…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales Analytics</td>
<td>Improve decision making and increase making deals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAP Sales Cloud</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales Automation &amp; Forecast Optimization</td>
<td>Real-time lead management, Increased pipeline visibility, Accurate revenue forecasting, Insight-driven deal closings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quotes &amp; Contracts</td>
<td>Product configuration, Fast offer creation, Mobile, centralized access, Secure, collaborative negotiations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales Performance Management</td>
<td>Improved commission management, Strategic sales territories, Fast sales execution, Real-time updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Billing &amp; Revenue Management</td>
<td>Order lifecycle management, Seamless fulfillment, Billing and invoice management, Compliant revenue recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Augmented Intelligence</td>
<td>Real-time, prescriptive planning, Automatic outlier detection, Personalized recommendations, Intuitive machine learning capabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 4: Interview guideline

Source: Own figure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1 CRM** | How important is CRM in the company or in your area?  
Which CRM systems are currently used in the company?  
Have the CRM systems currently in use already integrated AI features?  
Are there plans or projects to improve CRM in the company? |

| **2 Artificial Intelligence** | How much experience or knowledge do you have in the field of AI?  
What role does AI play in the company or in your area?  
What is your attitude towards the use of AI? In your view, does AI lead to a positive technological development? |

| **3 AI-driven CRM** | Is AI used in Sales or CRM?  
Are there reasons why AI is not used in Sales or CRM?  
Are there plans to introduce AI in the area of Sales or CRM?  
*In which AI use cases do you think Sales and CRM can be improved the most?* (see provided summary of the KI Business Framework of Gentsch)  
Are there other AI use cases through which Sales and CRM can be improved? |

| **4 Customer Experience** | What role do you think AI plays in improving CX?  
What do you think of the AI-driven CRM solutions of the providers SAP (SAP Sales Cloud) or Salesforce (Sales Cloud Einstein)? Can they improve CX? (see provided handout of the key capabilities or main features of Sales Cloud Einstein and SAP Sales Cloud)  
*Can AI-driven CRM improve CX in your opinion? If so, how?* |

---

Outlook und Goodbye
Appendix 5: Selecting, prioritizing and ranking AI use cases

Source: Sicular; Davis; Vashisth 2018.

Selection, Prioritization and Ranking of AI Use Cases

1. Select use cases
   - List use case examples and your own ideas.
   - Socialize the list with stakeholders. Keep the use cases that resonate with stakeholders.
   - Find KPIs for the use cases.
   - Determine an appropriate business domain owner.
   - Research availability of data sources for the use case.

2. Prioritize use cases
   - Determine business value.
   - Identify roadblocks:
     - No business domain owner
     - No KPI
     - No data
     - Other constraints
   - Determine technical complexity.
   - Determine whether each use case is a business extender or a game changer.

3. Stack-rank use cases
   - Start with business-extending use cases.
   - Game changers go after between three and six business extenders.
   - Cluster use cases around common data, starting with lower technical complexity.
   - Give a higher rank to the use cases with spinoff potential.

Appendix 6: Most prioritized topics of CX projects covering AI use cases

Source: Norrie; Davis 2020.

Many Organizations’ Top CX Priorities Strongly Lend Themselves to AI Use Cases

- CX Measurement/KPIs: 64%
- Voice of the Customer: 50%
- Speed to Market: 45%
- Personalization: 45%
- Customer Journey Analytics: 44%

n = 244
Q: What are your organization’s customer experience (CX) priorities in the next year?
Source: Gartner Customer Experience Innovation Survey 719249_C
Appendix 7: CRM Maturity Model from Gartner

Source: LeBlanc; Thompson; Agarwal 2020.
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